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Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Universal Design UD2021 
Espoo Finland, 9.06. – 11.06.2021

The International Conference on Universal Design is a networking event to collect and 
present the latest research activities and the best practices on Universal Design. The purpose 
of the series of UD conferences is to enhance solutions and practices in the built environment 
and services that enhance inclusion and wellbeing to all people. The conference in 2021 was 
held online by Aalto University, Finland, and included more than 60 presentations from 
various disciplines. 

Universal Design is a process for developing a socially sustainable society as it has both 
economic and social impacts. It aims at solutions that enhance equity and equality in society, 
recognizing each person’s potential and accepting people’s individual characteristics. It 
promotes realization of solutions that do not stigmatize people and enable everyone to 
participate fully in their community. The objective is to develop mainstream solutions for a 
variety of users, involving them in the design process, including the most vulnerable. 

The UD2021 conference gathered together a multidisciplinary group of experts from 20 
countries from all continents with the common goal of shaping the way we design and put our 
designs to practice.  This compilation contains 25 articles presented at the UD2021 conference. 
The articles have been organized under the following themes:

• Design guidance 

• Accessible cities

• Urban design 

• Accessibility and Universal Design 

• Access to culture and mobility

• Environments for older people

• Sensory environment 

• Wellbeing and health

• Higher Education 

• Digital tools



• Assistive devices

The topics are broad, approaching issues of Universal Design in physical and digital 
environments and sharing experiences from around the globe. We invite you to read the 
proceedings and explore the current state and future dimensions of Universal Design.

Editors:

Ira Verma, Researcher, DSc. in Architecture, Head of Scientific committee UD2021
Natalia Vladykina, PhD student, Aalto University
Laura Arpiainen, Professor of Health and Wellbeing Architecture, Director, SOTERA research 
group

29 scientific articles from the same conference have been published in the book: 
Verma, I. (Ed.) (2021). Universal Design 2021: From Special to Mainstream Solutions. 
(Studies in Health Technology and Informatics). IOS 
PRESS. https://ebooks.iospress.nl/volume/universal-design-2021-from-special-to-
mainstream-solutions
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Background
In 2009, the Norwegian Government issued “Norway universally designed by 2025”, an action 
plan for universal design and increased accessibility. The plan shows how the government will 
lay the foundation for achieving this goal through different time stipulated targets and 
measures. The Norwegian Mapping Authority (Kartverket) was commissioned to develop a 
standardized mapping method, collect data about the current situation in municipal centers 
and recreational areas and make these data accessible for statistics, areal planning, and private 
users. 

Project status
By the end of 2019, the database contained 1697 km of walkways and 22402 objects in district 
centers and towns in 169 municipalities and 1734 km of tracks and 7569 objects in recreational 
areas in 217 municipalities.

The main target group of the mapping project are people with limited or no walking abilities. 
This is the group for which technical standards with precise measurable values exist. 
Additionally, we register features that are relevant for an object’s accessibility for the blind and 
partially sighted. The accessibility evaluation is assigned to each objects by checking whether 
the measured values are within the requirements of Norway's technical building code (TEK17) 
and the Norwegian Standard for universal design of developed outdoor areas (NS 11005). 

Participants are municipal and federal administrations as well as organisations from all over 
Norway. All data are freely available via data download as well as web servers (Norgeskart.no
and geonorge.no).



Figure 1. Map of districts with data in the accessibility database from the Norwegian Mapping 
Authority (left: data in district centers and towns, right: data in recreational areas).

Our Vision
At present, the data are mainly used for national and regional statistics and for municipal 
planning. An unplanned, but positive side-effect is that the project raises awareness around 
accessibility and the requirements connected to it, as mapping requires basic knowledge of the 
technical standards. However, in our opinion there is much more potential to these data in 
both municipal planning as well as for private users or the tourism industry. A prerequisite for 
optimal use of the data is to collect all data in one place. These primary data then provide the 
source for different user-interfaces that allow data selection according to each users specific 
demands. 

To make the data accessible for private users our goal is to integrate those in solutions that can 
help people to find tracks that meet their customized profiles. No wheel chair user is the same 
and the requirements can differ according to the equipment available to the user, time of year, 
recreational or every day needs. Making the mapped data accessible in solutions for private 
users makes it additionally possible to enrich the standardized data with user feedback through 
crowd sourcing. We were in contact with Sozialhelden, the makers of wheelmap.org and our 
data were fed into their Accessibility Cloud. Wheelmap.org and 79 partners have collected 
more than 1.3 million entries in the past years on that platform. Now they aim to help software 
developers use this information within their services like hotel booking platforms, school 
directories and tourism websites, to bring the information to the mainstream. 

Accessibility data are also essential in all municipal planning. However, instead of e.g. having 
many dataset on walkways, each containing different information, we should aim at having 
just one geometry that is connected to various kind of information. The Norwegian mapping 



authority currently works together with the Norwegian Public Roads Administration to create 
a primary database of the complete transport network in Norway where all the attributes are 
connected to the relevant section through keys. This can be information on street lights, winter 
service, accessibility or the user feedback from crowd sourcing etc. That includes data 
administration in a cloud where all users have access, regulated due to their role, and data flow 
is consistent and unobstructed. This is the core of the SmartCity movement. Norway has 
recently opened a SmartCity research laboratory in Ålesund. Here, we take part in meetings 
and are working towards the development of solutions that make data on accessibility part of 
municipal mobility planning and put vulnerable traffic participants in the core of these 
planning efforts.



Introduction
RakEs is a research project on the status and needs of accessibility legislation and policies in
the built environment in Finland commissioned by the Finnish Prime Minister’s Office. The
main objective for this research is to produce new information for future’s legislation needs so
that the obligations of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities could be
met appropriately and sustainably.

Background
Finland ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in 2016. The
agreement mandates non-discrimination and defines accessibility from a human rights
perspective as a prerequisite for independent life of a disabled person. The Finnish
Government Decree on Accessibility of Buildings, enacted in 2018, forms part of the national
implementation of the UN Convention and sets a baseline of minimum standards. The decree
clarifies accessibility requirements for land use, building sites and construction. There is,
however, no regulation specifying accessibility of public outdoor areas. There is also no overall
status reporting or data collection of the state of accessibility of the built environment in
Finland. Some studies have been carried out on accessibility of residential building stock, but
there is no comprehensive information on for example accessibility of public spaces or
amenities.

Method
The study reviews existing legislation on accessibility in the built environment from the
perspective of the obligations of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities. In addition, it includes a review of the current state of accessibility of the built
environment in Finland through statistics, surveys and a subject matter expert panel. To
document and review international best practices the study also includes a comparison of
select accessibility practices in the Nordic countries, Canada and select central European



countries. The international scan is carried out by the Inclusive Design Research Center at
OCADU, Toronto.

Results
While the project centers on legislative means, the inclusive research process has brought to
the fore important questions on effectiveness of legislation alone, and how implementation
design of new legislation should ideally always include education as well as a requirement of
verification, measurement and documentation of the outcomes. Another issue is that while
legislation deals with the built environment (which provides the physical framework of
universality), documenting the compliance of the environment does little to verify that the
experience of using the environment is in fact successful. Thus, how and what to document is
a critical question.

The international comparison shows that legislative practices can vary greatly from country to
country, and most of the systems are fragmented with numerous different bodies of
jurisdiction. The objective is also to comment on how outcomes may vary between the different
systems.

The project started in March, and the results will be published in November 2021.
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Background
Innovative solutions for Universal Design (isUDTM) is a certification program for buildings. It 
is based on conceptual framework for universal design that includes a definition and design 
outcomes. The definition is: “Universal design is a process that enables and empowers a diverse 
population by improving human performance, health and wellness, and social participation” 
(Steinfeld and Maisel, 2012). This definition expands upon the typical functional approach to 
embrace wellness issues, like preventing disability and infection control. It also includes social 
participation issues, like supporting friendship formation and eliminating stigma. The Goals 
of Universal Design identify eight major design outcomes, each reflecting an evidence base 
derived from specific fields of knowledge: Body Fit (anthropometry), Comfort (biomechanics), 
Awareness (perception), Understanding (cognition), Wellness (public health), Social 
Integration (sociology and social psychology), Personalization (psychology and neuroscience) 
and Cultural Appropriateness (humanities and cultural studies) (Steinfeld and Maisel, 2012). 

Progress
isUDTM provides benchmarks to measure universal design achievement and recognizes good 
work by identifying successful applications. It creates an incentive to adopt universal design 
by social branding. It is flexible and promotes innovation by recognizing new ideas. Through 
its use, adopters become part of a community of practice, enabling them to share information 
and learn from each other. A long-term R&D program at the IDEA Center will evaluate its 
effectiveness and develop new strategies. isUDTM also provides a central focus for professional, 
continuing and public education. 

Over the last five years, we have made significant progress in implementing the program:

• A cloud based interactive website has been launched and tested where adopters can 
create projects, monitor progress during design and submit materials for audit. See  
http://thisisud.com . 

• Over 500 design strategies, or Solutions, have been developed and tested over several 
years.



• A minimum threshold for achieving certification has been established with a 
distribution of required and elective Solutions spread across different aspects of design.

• The program has been implemented through design and construction with 5 projects;
three buildings have been evaluated and four more are in design or planning phases.

• An updated website has been completed to improve usability and a social media 
campaign has been launched to publicize the program.

• After experimentation with a project fee approach, a membership model was created to 
build a community of practice and keep the cost affordable for adopters.

• During the next five years Solutions will be added to address specialized spaces in arts 
and cultural facilities, health facilities, and housing.

An online continuing education course on the program is under development.

These is what we have learned so far from implementation of the program.

• Universal design enhances satisfaction with buildings by end users. The added 
attention to user needs not only makes a building more comfortable to use but it 
signifies that the building owner values their employees, members and visitors. 

• Building owners and developers are more interested in universal design if it is broadly 
conceived to include wellness and social participation rather than focused on 
accessibility and usability.

• Some architects are not convinced of the value. But if owners and developers are 
committed to certification, architects will embrace universal design. Some firms are 
showing interest in adoption but they usually defer to their clients.

• An outside expert should be hired by the building owner or developer to guide the 
certification process and build capacity within the organization to practice universal 
design in the future. 

The conference presentation will present examples drawn from the constructed buildings in 
the early adopter phase.  

References
Steinfeld, E. and Maisel, J. (2012), Universal Design: Creating Inclusive Environments, 
John Wiley, Hoboken NJ.
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Facilitating the use of pedestrian crossings for visually impaired people
How can their safety and autonomy be improved, when the crossings are long or at an angle? 
What tactile guidance devices are effective for these people, while also remaining safe and 
comfortable for all users? Since 2016, Cerema and the City of Paris have been conducting 
various tests and experiments in partnership, involving experts, manufacturers and user 
associations, in order to find a technical solution to a national compulsory requirement with 
no standardized solution.

Tests on a road closed to traffic (2016)
After launching a call for applications from volunteer manufacturers to test their products, 
Cerema and the City of Paris selected 8 different tactile products. These products were installed 
on a road closed to traffic (rue Louise Bourgeois, Paris 13th), on 8 diagonal pedestrian 
crossings.

Cerema then set up an experimentation protocol: recruiting the cohort of testers in conjunction 
with a locomotion instructor, test methodology, preparing questionnaires and observation 
tools. During 4 days of tests in September 2016, the project team observed and assessed the 
behaviour of 47 testers (20 visually impaired people, people with motor, hearing or mental 
disabilities, pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists, etc.). Based on the video and audio recordings 
made and interviews conducted, the project team analyzed the testers’ feelings, the 
effectiveness of the products and how they were used.



Figure 1. Example of one of the tested products.

This evaluation made it possible to identify the most efficient products in terms of these 
criteria. It was presented in a study report that was presented in March 2017 at feedback 
meetings with user associations and manufacturers.

Tests in real conditions (2017)
The 3 devices selected as a result of the 2016 tests were set up near Victor and Hélène Basch 
Square (Paris 14th) in June 2017.

Cerema teams conducted experiments with panels of testers, including 41 visually impaired 
people. They carried out other ad hoc observation campaigns, interviewing a total of over 200 
pedestrians. These investigations were rounded off with an acoustic study of the devices, and 
a measurement of the comfort index for cyclists (Vél'audit tool).

Figure 2. The tester is observed by Cerema teams and a locomotion instructor.



This second phase of experimentation was described in a study report and the results 
obtained were presented to user associations and manufacturers in May 2018.

Results
As a result of the experiments, it was possible to identify the most effective product. The 
results were presented to associations of people with reduced mobility, in the presence of 
elected officials.

The City of Paris plans to deploy the chosen product throughout the area. In addition to the 
Paris region, these results are of national importance. This guidance issue is of interest to 
many local authorities who are confronted with the same user needs and must comply with 
regulatory obligations.
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Introduction 
Accessible and equal services are for all! The Finnish Association of People with Physical 
Disabilities encourages companies, entrepreneurs, and public sector to develop their services 
so that all customers could have equal service.

Equal Service for All -sign has been created as a tool for both public and private sector. The 
sign is a way to show and communicate about the good will these above-mentioned actors have 
and how they have been developing their services more accessible and equal.

Bacground
The Finnish Association of People with Physical Disabilities wants to highlight the importance 
of accessibility in actualization of equality. We hope that our positive message encourages all 
service providers to take a close look at their own services and develop them more equal if 
necessary. The initiative for Equal Service for All –concept came from companies that needed 
a tool to show their customers that they have improved accessibility and equality in their 
services. 

Method / Design
Equal Service for All -sign is a marketing tool. The sign does not promise that everything is 
entirely accessible. The sign is more about a good attitude and a will to act. It shows that the 
holder/owner of the sign wants to improve the service it is delivering and develop that service 
more equal for all. The sign can be placed on the service providers website and in its facilities.

The self-evaluation -form helps the sign holders/owners to evaluate what is the current 
situation of accessibility and equality in their own services and facilities. This data conveniently 
points out the critical operation that are needed to improve equality. This way it is easier to 
make the necessary actions. 

With the help of these tools – the Equal Service for All -sign and the self-evaluation form – it 
is easy to start improving equality. Accessibility center ESKE provides help and services to 



support the good work companies, entrepreneurs and public sector does for more equal 
services.

Results
The holders of Equal Service for all -sign have had positive experiences about the sign. The sign 
has helped the holders in their marketing operations by giving them credibility as a responsible 
and sustainable operator, and by making their accessible services familiar to their customers. 
Also, the self-evaluation –form has turned out to be very useful according to the sign holders. 
We can say that both the sign and the self-evaluation -form have been great fist-hand tools in 
developing procedures more equal. Different kinds of companies and entrepreneurs have 
found the Equal Service for All –sign very interesting and the number of sing holders is 
increasing continuously. 

Conclusion
As a conclusion we can say that Equal Service for All –sign is a good way to increase the service 
providers knowledge about accessibility and equality. The sign is a very useful tool for all 
service provers to show their customers and interest groups that the sign holder is committed 
to develop its services more equal. The sign has also turned out to be effective way to create 
collaboration between organization of persons with disabilities and service providers.
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Abstract
Universal Design has become more prevalent in the general use of architectural design in 
recreation and the design of parks. This paper features a large privately funded park in Tulsa, 
Oklahoma that from the first concepts of design wanted to meet and exceed accessibility 
standards. of the Americans with Disabilities Act and 2010 ADA Accessibility Guidelines by 
incorporating Universal Design Principles. The author explains how throughout the process, 
from planning to implementation, Universal Design Principles were applied to various aspects 
and elements of this park. 

Introduction 
Gathering Place is a new park located in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The presently developed area, 66.5 
acres, will grow to 100 acres with the development of land along the Arkansas River and the 
building of a children's museum. The park is a $465 million dollar privately funded park and 
recognized by Time Magazine as “100 Worlds Greatest Place” to experience in 2019 and USA 
Today awarded “Americans Best New Attraction” for 2019. [1]

A project of the George Kaiser Family Foundation and designed by Michael Van Valkenburgh 
Associates, Gathering Place is committed to creating space that is recreational, for all walks of 
life and inspires its visitors to play, learn, relax and gather. Mr. Kaiser who was born and raised 
in Tulsa is devoted to addressing social concerns such as poverty and education. Mr. Kaiser 
remarked to a New Yorks Times reporter just before the park opening in 2018 “We got more and 
more divided over time by geography, race and class, so getting people together is step number 
one”. 

To make a dream like Gathering Place become reality and truly fit the mission, organization and 
planning are key components. Early into the process of designing the park, the desire to make 
the components accessible for people with disabilities was given priority. Not only was concern 
about accessible building codes being addressed, but also embraced were the enhanced features 
of Universal Design. 



This was no easy task with the size of the park, volume of features and miles of walkway. Over a 
2 year period accessibility of features was reviewed, first in the early stages and multiple time 
near the opening of the park. The following highlights some of the key features included in the 
park and how they help accomplish the mission of the park, getting people together. 

Why such a park in Tulsa Oklahoma 
Tulsa is a city located on the Arkansas River in the US state of Oklahoma. Formerly know as the 
“Oil Capital of the World”, Tulsa now boasts a diverse and friendly nature, but this wasn’t always 
so. Like so many other areas of the country in the early 1920’s racial tensions ran high. In 1921, 
fueled by oil money, Tulsa was a growing, prosperous city with a population of more than 
100,000 people. Tulsa also had a large and vibrant African-American community. Most of the 
10,000 black residents lived in the Greenwood neighborhood. The community was close and 
had many active businesses. The business thrived so well the area was called “Black Wall Street”. 

In May of 1921, it was alleged that an African American youth, Dick Rowland, assaulted a white 
women, Sarah Page. Rowland was captured and held at the city’s courthouse where a large group 
of both white and African American citizens gathered. A confrontation occurred between an 
African American man and a white man that resulted in the killing of the white man. This set off 
a riot by the white community that lasted 18 hours and is know as the Tulsa Race Massacre (also 
known as the Tulsa Race Riot) of 1921. This mob attacked residents, homes and businesses in 
the predominantly black Greenwood neighborhood. The result was major burning and looting 
of the African American community, the deaths of nearly 300 people and destroying 37 blocks 
of the Greenwood neighborhood. [2]

The riot was not widely reported nor justice provided to those killed, injured or who lost 
possessions. Tulsa, as a community moved on and rebuilt, but continued to be highly segregated. 
Modern day Tulsa, which has grown to become the 2nd largest city in Oklahoma, boasts of 
cultural attractions, sports, dining and music with districts throughout the city that form its 
diverse nature. 

While nearly a hundred years after those very dark days, the community has embraced the 
Gathering Place, intended as a park for people of various racial backgrounds, social, or economic 
status, to come together or gather in a safe and neutral place to meet, interact, and learn from 
each other. The hope is Gathering Place would be a place that could continue to move the 
community forward in a variety ways. 

Bringing people together with and without disabilities 
A common statement from the George Kaiser Family Foundation is that every child deserves an 
equal opportunity. This belief is evident throughout the Gathering Place, were every space has a 
planned outcome. With the high level of commitment for accessibility of the park features, the 
park not only meets Americans with Disabilities Act requirements but also incorporates many 
Principles of Universal Design. This high level of accessibility allows for a very inclusive 
environment for people of all abilities. 



Research of inclusive design indicates children with and without disabilities that interact and 
play together have a positive impact on each other. The child without a disability has a better 
understanding of the child with a disability, and is more open to play with, adapt to the needs 
and abilities of the child with a disability and develop friendships. The child with a disability 
generally acquires an increased sense of belonging, experiences positive social relationships and 
receives encouragement to meet their full potential. [3]

While the focus of this paper is on key physical accessibility features of the park, children with 
various types of disabilities will also benefit. Children who are on the autism spectrum have 
features designed for them. This includes desensitizing spaces for children who need a quiet 
space to relax and not become over stimulated. There are also sensory bags that includes items 
such as noise-canceling headphones, fidget toys, glasses with colored lenses and an umbrella. 

These items and spaces assist the child in interacting and experiencing the park without sensory 
overload. The variety of features in the park provides experiences that can be enjoyed by children 
and adults representing many types of disabilities. From the water features that provide mental 
simulation, moving water that offers a calming affect for many children, to musical sound 
stimulation and visual viewing in mirrors, there is something for everyone to enjoy. [4]

Walkways made for a stroll with friends and family 
Physically, the Gathering Place provides a higher level of access from the time you enter the park 
by walking, or from a parking space, all along walkways to any of the parks features. For a large 
park such as this, parking is scattered near selected features such as the sports courts and skate 
park to the south, The Williams Lodge, Mist Mountain, Peggy’s Pond and wetlands to the north, 
Slide Vale, Lakeview Lawn, the QuikTrip Great Lawn to the west and the Chapman Adventure 
Playground to the east. 

The walkways are a hard surface, typically concrete, with a cross slope no steeper than 2%. The 
running slopes of the walkways are no steeper than 5%. While the ADA allows for running slopes 
up to 8.3% (this is considered a ramp under the ADA), the gentler slope allows access for more 
people using mobility devices without expending a great deal of energy. 

The US Access Board that develops the standards for the ADA provided a study on the usability 
of walkways with running slopes between 5% and 8.3%. The conclusion was that approximately 
11%-12% of individuals with mobility devices are unable to physically push or walk up these 
slopes. The lower running slopes below 5% allow for more individuals to independently use the 
walkways and make it easier for people pushing strollers and pulling wagons as well. 

Besides the gentle slopes, the walkways are much wider at over 12 feet in some locations. The 
ADA requires walkways with passing spaces to be a minimum of 5 feet and a turning circle or 
“T” turn to be a minimum of 5 feet as well. The walkway widths provide portions that allow for 
travel in both directions but also allow a person to walk side by side and have plenty of space for 
guest coming from the other direction to pass. This design is more inclusive for both a person 
using a mobility device but also for larger groups of guests. 



Studies by Dr. Ed Stein of the University of Buffalo have noted that present walkway turning 
requirements are too small for most people using a manual wheelchair or electric scooters. His 
studies have determined that a standard wheelchair requires a minimum of 83 inches for a 
turning space and for scooters there should be 98 inches. The wider walkways noted above create 
a very large turning space and ease of maneuvering for people using various mobility devices. 
[5]

In addition to walkways and turning spaces the research determined that a standard clear floor 
space of 30 inches wide by 48 inches long is too small and difficult in some spaces to maneuver. 
The recommendation is 58 inches in length. This spacing would be important at various 
elements such as picnic tables, drinking fountains, interactives and features. The park 
incorporates generous spacing at these elements to allow for easier maneuvering. 

Figure 1. Wide walkways throughout the park incorporate UD with gentle slopes. 

So much more than a playground
The Chapman Adventure Playground provides a variety of opportunities and experiences for all 
ages and abilities. The 5-acre (a little over 2 hectares) playground is divided into seven realms 
for different age groups from 2 to 12 years of age. Realms such as Spiral Connector with seven 
majestic towers offering climbing, sliding, and problem solving to Ramble Sensory Garden 
which boasts principles of STEAM (Science Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math) focuses 
on stimulating questions through hands on play elements, mirrors and a spinning boulder. Each 
of these seven realms is accessible by ground level, barrier free paths, gentle sloping ramps and 
thoughtfully placed transfer systems. 

Designed into the different areas are play elements that benefit a child with various mobility and 
coordination levels, offering play equipment meeting their abilities or a level above to challenge 
them. For example swings are provided with high supporting backs and rope belts to support a 
child with limited upper body strength to safely enjoy the swings movements. While a variety of 
other swings are provided from a group swing to a single user swing allowing for various 
experiences. 



Figure 2. Water features with sloping walkways and playground with universal ramp access.

This section of the park is the only area that has a ramp slope of 8.3% that meets the general 
Americans with Disabilities Act requirements, but is not the lesser slope found in other areas. 
The reasoning is the need for vertical elevation to the upper playground components would be 
extremely long to meet Universal Design slopes. However the ramps are designed to be used by 
both able-boded and disabled children creating a inclusive play environment. 

The playground with over 160 differed play elements provides experiences such as swings, sand 
play, slides, and climbing. In addition the large vertical play structure provides an interactive 
group feature. To move water up the structure, a group of up to 10 individuals need to work 
together at different levels. The mechanism to move the water can be operated several different 
ways. It can be hand cranked using a handle, a seat that a guest sits on and rocks back and forth, 
or a large loop bar that a group of guest can grab and move back and forth to operate. This type 
of play provides opportunities for children and adults of various abilities to interact with and 
play with other individuals at this structure. This inclusive opportunity through play is one of 
the best designs at this area. 

Also within in the Chapman Adventure Playground area is a bank of single user restroom 
facilities. These restrooms have been designed for accessibility for a child as well as an adult. 
Each single user restroom provides the spacing for larger mobility devices as well as potentially 
individuals that may need assistance with their restroom needs. The restrooms are also designed 
as a desensitization space for children and adults on the autisms spectrum. This allows guests 
that have been over stimulated to have a quiet space to relax and settle down before re-entering 
the parks activities. Several other areas are provided for desensitization such as at the Williams 
Lodge, but some of the play equipment such as the bear statue also provides a quiet and safe 
place to rest and regroup. Additionally the restroom area is staffed by park employees that 
monitor the restrooms so that appropriate people are assisting a child with their restroom needs. 



Other restrooms that meet the requirements of the ADA are scattered conveniently throughout 
the park. 

Figure 3. The mechanism for operating an group activity moving water through the structure. 

              
Figure 4. A bank of single user restrooms, all meeting the needs of a person with disabilities. 

Cool spaces, literally 
The park provides features to beat the oppressive summer heat in Tulsa. Both Mist Mountain 
and Charlie’s Water Mountain provide interactive water features. Mist Mountain provides 
interactive water fountains, mist areas and soaring water canons to cool off and entertain. 
Charlie’s Water Mountain also provides a spray and mist area for keeping cool, as well as an 
interactive water lab. This feature allows individuals and groups to create dams and tunnels to 
redirect water and observe the affects. This area of the park is a favorite interactive play area. 

Besides the opportunity to get wet and redirect water, the park provides a boating area to enjoy 
canoeing and kayaking. The large ONEOK Boathouse provides a space to enjoy a meal or a drink 



as well as a protected man-made lake. This lake is a calm water area for young children and those 
new to canoeing and kayaking. This gentle body of water is perfect for learning the necessary 
techniques for a fun and safe experience or just enjoying a leisurely paddle around the pond. 
Installed at this site is a transfer system that allows a guest that uses a wheelchair to transfer 
down stairs into their boat. The same technique is used exiting the boats and back up to their 
wheelchair.

The kayak and canoe launch with an accessible transfer platform. 

Unique features present future possibilities 
The park also provides a sports area that includes basketball courts, skate park and BMX track. 
The basketball courts are popular areas for various sports including wheelchair basketball and 
soccer. The skate park is a potential location for the fastest growing sport for wheelchair users: 
motocross or also known as WCMX. This sport involves using a wheelchair to perform tricks on 
skate park ramps. This sport has grown in popularity and has become an international 
competition. 

Another popular recreation sport for individuals using wheelchairs is BMX. As with the skate 
parks, the Gathering Place BMX course could be used not only by a person using a BMX bike 
but an adventurous wheelchair user as well. This type of BMX has grown in popularity and is 
becoming an international competition sport. 



Figure 6. Wheelchair basketball tournament played at Gathering Place courts.

Conclusion 
Obviously, by the rate Gathering Place has won awards, the park is a huge success. A large part 
of the success is due to the careful planning and design of the features the park offers. The 
foresight of those involved in the planning and implementation process, involving consultants 
and the disability community to help craft and improve features designed to bring all abilities 
together, worked to their advantage. When Universal Design is done right, no one notices. This 
is no truer than at Gathering Place. 
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Introduction 
Integration, participation, and normalization are the overall political objectives of urban 
development that lie behind the term universal design. These objectives are further reinforced 
in a number of recent political documents, namely the Government's Strategy for an Age-
Friendly Society (Ministry of Health and Care Services, 2016), Dementia Plan 2020 (Ministry of 
Health and Care Services, 2015c) leve hele livet and Care 2020 (Ministry of Health and Care 
Services, 2015a). Normalization and integration are constantly encompassing new user 
perspectives and groups. This paper discusses how these objectives can be translated into 
holistic design strategies. 

Background
The starting point for this study was the discussion on how the ideology on universal design and 
the intention towards planning neighbourhoods for everyone could be a more holistic and 
humane approach to planning. Today there are several different planning strategies with 
intentions to create good-quality places for different groups of people, e.g. children, elderly, or 
people with disabilities etc. They deal with planning for better health or using the term social 
sustainability, or human-centred design. These are nevertheless different disciplines which raise 
the questions about overarching coinciding goals.

To what extend are these different perspectives and needs overlapping? Is there a possibility to 
integrate them into a common ideology that aims to include different user perspectives? Are 
inclusive housing solutions or accessible buildings enough to meet the objective of inclusion? 
How to create a neighbourhood where there is room for different people, diversity of ages, 
lifestyles, abilities, or economy? How essential are shared indoor and outdoor spaces to meet 
this goal of creating spaces where people can meet and experience some kind of inclusion?  

Method / Design
A literature review has been used in order to identify and describe six different planning 
approaches and their main principles, namely the health-promoting city, the age-friendly urban 



development, a more dementia-friendly society, planning for a child-friendly city, planning for 
people in need of special help, and planning for social sustainability. Looking for common 
criteria and user needs has been in focus. Thereafter, some cases were identified and studied; 
cases which can serve as role models and pave the way towards achieving the goals as mentioned
above. They illustrate a variety of shared spaces in different neighbourhoods and depict spaces 
used by different groups of people.  

Results
The study reveals that the focus has to develop further from the universal design of buildings 
towards a focus on neighbourhood development that includes different groups of people. This 
inclusive perspective of urban development has to be based on insight into the perspectives of 
different user groups, which along with positively co-locating functions can create places that 
invite more people in, despite their differences. As an example, three people groups are 
elaborated here, people of greater age, people with dementia, and people in need of special help. 

People of greater age or the elders have similar needs such as the need for movement, clear 
boundaries, social interaction as well as services nearby. Accessibility and meeting places in 
addition to maintaining their normality by living in their own houses set, therefore, the ground 
for an age-friendly city. 

Similar needs have people with dementia as well, even though it is an illness that manifests itself 
at various ages. The simultaneous needs for continuity and safe movement are common to 
people in this group. One of the design principles that will allow the inclusion of this group in 
society is urban development based on preserving surroundings identity (figure 1). 

Figure 1. Preserving identity is possible by incorporating new housing in existing typologies and 
placing new functions along existing pathways (illustration by Feragen, 2018).

One predominant characteristic of the group of people living in specially adapted housing for 
people with great need for help was the feeling of being "normal" (Wågø & Høyland, 2018, Wågø 
& Høyland, 2016). This is afforded in the neighbourhood by providing opportunities for 
interaction with others. Therefore, the co-location of multiple functions and services within 
short distance allows their simultaneous use by different groups of people where people in need 
of special help are included. 



It has to include not only the physical characteristics of the environment such as the size, the 
distance, and the materials, but also its sensual characteristics which lie in the experience of its 
physical aspects. Both are subject to of? user needs. Mix functions and mix housing types are 
needed. However, examples such as those below show that this is feasible. 

ByOasen shows how the transformation of an old institution park into an urban farm through 
the arrangement of various activities in the neighbourhood, can form an entity that brings
people across generations together. It is located centrally in the municipality of Copenhagen and 
was founded in 2008 as an urban farm, meeting point and experimental workshop for a healthy 
and sustainable lifestyle in the city. 

Figure 2. ByOasen results from the combination of various places and the activities linked to them. 
(illustration by COurban)

This case shows how the municipality of Tromsø created a strategy to integrate different users 
in the design for urban development. The work starts with the mapping of existing situation 
which was used as the basis for future plans that draw among others on the creation of meeting
places for everyone (figures 3, 4).

Figures 3 (left), 4 (right): Tromsø has the vision to become a city with centres as meeting places for 
everyone. The location of care centres in Tromsø is considered to function as a tool to strengthen the local 
community. (illustrations by municipality of Tromsø)



The third case to be mentioned is the municipality of Trondheim. Mapping the existing situation 
in relation to universal design standards while making it an online tool available to everyone 
constitutes the first step to further development of the city. In addition, the local people have 
been asked to participate in the process by holding town hall meetings, conferences, and other 
events like the "Generation games", as well as trying out new ideas by creating pilot areas in the 
city. 

Figures 5 (left), 6 (right): Maps of existing activities (walking tours maps) and urban equipment 
(available benches map) are easily accessible by everyone online. 

https://kart.trondheim.kommune.no/benker/ (Illustrations by municipality of Trondheim)

To involve for instance the elders in the process towards an age-friendly city provides with first-
hand experiences and knowledge that can be included in the design, thus contributing to a 
healthier aging population. Ways for people's involvement are among others SWOT-analysis, 
brainstorming, dialogues, focus groups' interviews, and scenario processes. This work sets the 
basis for new solutions; walking tours are arranged to many parts of the city (figure 5).

To sum up, despite the fact that the expansion of the meaning universal design is a big step 
towards inclusion, this study reveals that a building designed for everyone cannot be seen in 
isolation from each surroundings. Inclusion has to be addressed on neighbourhood level, and 
shared spaces and places to meet are an essential part of the solution.  

Conclusion
The insight into the various user groups, as well as relevant research on different groups such as 
the elderly or children, shows that there are clear commonalities in wishes and needs. In 
particular, many express their wish for meeting places irrespective of age or health problems.  
Shared indoor and outdoor spaces are necessary. 

The cases show that this is achievable through a clearly defined goal to accommodate the human 
scale and include different user groups. In particular, this entails:

- work across sectors in the municipality, 

- better and extensive use of common spaces such as schools, nursing homes, libraries,

- cooperation between private and public agents.



All these areas must, to a greater extent, be regarded as "common" spaces available to and 
accessible by everyone. They have to be designed and located so that they form the centre of a 
local community. 
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Abstract
Universal quality of design is essential for user’s satisfaction, which may be different on the 
same environment element. The paper presents in-depth analysis of the survey of public 
environment of five public buildings by the group of different users in Vilnius City. The survey 
disclosed differences in user’s satisfaction with the same site element. The reactions in 
“mobility-impaired” and “sight-impaired” user groups have rendered most of contradictive 
results in using the same site elements. It was discovered, that the general and the specific 
features of a parking space and the external ramp caused most of the contradicting reactions. 
The nature of these differences is pointing out that better understanding of personal 
differences by the users and intuitive artistic design is needed.

Introduction
The shift towards accessible built environment in Lithuania started on the first days of restored 
independence in 1990. The group of professionals has joined forces and developed the first 
Lithuanian regulation for accessible construction (Respublikinės 1993). Few years later along 
with the development of national legislation, the Lithuanian Parliament has adopted the new 
regulation “Buildings and Territories. Requirements for the Needs of People with Disability” 
(Statybos 2001). As the new trends of universal design took the stage the group of specialists 
has developed the current regulation „Access to Buildings” that came into power in 2020
(Statinių 2019). This document is a call for the universal quality of the built environment. The 
paper overlooks the quality of built environment as effected by the regulation and experienced 
by the group of users in Vilnius City. 

Background
The ways people use and access certain elements of the built environment are on one hand 
universal, on the other - different. Resolving these conflicts is important task as it provides 
wider interpretation and understanding of the universal design (UD) principles and allows 
increasing the quality of urban areas, buildings and interiors in a more sustainable way. The 



research community expresses extreme interest in the question of UD. As underlined by 
Lithuanian researchers Jakaitis and Žukas (Jakaitis Žukas 2019), the intuitive nature of design 
is an endless resource for successful and universally acceptable design. Researchers from Iran 
underline importance to learn from the vernacular architecture and base the UD on the 
principles of sustainability (Eslami et al. 2019). The process of generating universal urban 
solutions starts with the planning phase and should be participatory (Stupar et al. 2019). The 
merits of UD as a geo-spatial system relate to better access to information and user’s 
satisfaction (Han Yoon Cho 2020). Successful application of the UD principles may act as a 
driver for sustainable economic processes, where the initially planned measures are much less 
costly than those applied in modifying the buildings after they are built (Malik, Mikolajczak 
2019). Studies reveal that people tend to narrow the UD to the accessibility, and seeing the 
wider picture needs longer practice and participatory experiences. Some UD principles – social 
cohesion and participation, renewable energy sources are used seldom and usually focus on 
the needs of a wheelchair user (Usal, Evcil 2019). There are numerous cases and evidence of 
how different people use the same or similar site elements differently. However, analysis on 
competing user’s requirements and possible use conflicts in urban areas is rare to find. 
Therefore, the paper aims to identify the different attitudes that people have to the same 
environmental element in open spaces and in building’s site and discuss the nature and reasons 
of these differences.

Methodology
The author has performed the user-centric on-site analysis and collected the empiric 
information about the assessment of five public use buildings in Vilnius City in 2017: one 
school, two hospitals and two office buildings were surveyed. The selected assessors 
represented the wide range of users: a person with mobility difficulty (indicated as M), a person 
in a Wheelchair, the Sight-impaired person, the Deaf person, the Elder person and the Parent 
with a baby in a pram. All these users have expressed their opinions if the element is safe, easy 
or pleasant to use or not. The paper presents analysis of the practical assessment of five public 
buildings and their environment by the outlined users and analyse the most contradicting 
results when opinions of different users differ radically. In the assessment process, some 
elements of the building or its site were assessed positively by one type users (e.g. by the sight-
impaired person and wheelchair user) and at the same time it is assessed negatively by the 
other users (e.g. a person with mobility difficulty, parents with a baby). 

Results
The results show the total number of 21 contradictive reactions in six user groups (Tab. 1). The 
reactions in “mobility-impaired” and “sight-impaired” user groups have rendered most of 
contradictive results in using the same site elements, nine and eight respectively. Users from 
the “parent” and the “elder” groups showed least contradictive reactions. This shows that 
parents with kids and babies also the elder residents quite flexibly adapt to the generally 
acceptable environment where smooth ground movement is provided and leading lines and 
tactile surfaces are equally important for them. Looking on the typology of different elements 



in urban areas, the results show that the general (10 cases) and the specific (10 cases) features 
of a parking space and the external ramp (11 cases) caused most of the contradicting reactions. 

Table 1. Contradicting pairs of user’s reactions.

Type of user Wheelchair Parent Deaf Elder Sight Sum

Mobility 2 2 1 0 4 9

Wheelchair - 2 1 0 2 5

Parent 0 - 1 0 2 3

Sight 2 0 0 2 - 4

4 4 3 2 8 21

Conclusions
Analysis and interpretation of the contradicting issues in using the urban areas bring more 
knowledge about the way of improving the open spaces as to achieve more quality for all. The 
clue towards making urban open spaces universal lays in better understanding of personal 
differences by the users, also in more inventive, intuitive and artistic design. The author will 
continue the initial study of differences in the way that different user groups access and accept 
different environmental elements by looking into the detail nature of the identified 
contradicting reactions searching for the methodologic pathway towards the universal 
improvement of the urban environment.
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Introduction 
The demand for physical housing that considers the heterogeneity and diversity of the popu-
lation is increasing. More older adults are expected to live longer and live more years in 
mainstream housing despite functional limitations. To address this, we need increased 
knowledge about housing accessibility and systems for efficient, effective and transparent 
cross-sectorial analysis. To help people make well-informed decisions about housing 
accessibility, conditions for information exchange and cooperation between stakeholders and 
the public needs to be created.

Background
The aim of the current project is to design, test and evaluate a new system to inventory and 
support decision-making for improved accessibility in multi-family housing. The new system 
is based on the Housing Enabler, an internationally acknowledged instrument for assessment 
and analysis of accessibility, which allows for objective, reliable and valid inventory of 
environmental barriers (Iwarsson et al., 2012). The new system will support planning for 
effective accessibility improvement strategies and enhance communications between 
professional stakeholders and people in pursuit of a new home that fits their current or future 
capabilities. A research-circle study within the project shows that housing provision for the 
ageing population has the characteristics of a “wicked problem”, and that decision-making take 



place in parallel organizations with insufficient communication among them (Jonsson et al, 
2021).

Method / Design
The project is implemented in a transdisciplinary partnership with a research team, a public 
housing company and a software development company in Sweden. The methods include co-
design, formative usability and reliability testing, and iterative co-learning, development and 
refinement.

Results
Assessment of usability and reliability identified issues with the new system that led to 
modifications in the early development. Based on lessons learnt from the iterative approach, a 
minimum viable system has been co-created. The new system now comprises of: (1) A mobile 
application enabling professional inventory of environmental barriers (Figure 1); (2) a 
database enabling identification and analysis of accessibility problems by operationalizing the 
relationship between the environmental barriers and the functional capacity of groups or 
persons (for examples see Figures 2-3); and (3) a housing company with staff that are more 
aware of potential accessibility problems and knowledgeable of the benefits of using the new 
system.

Figure 1. Screenshots from the mobile ap-plication for professional inventory.

Figure 2. List of apartments beginning with the one that would cause the least accessibility problems for people 
dependent on walking devices.



Figure 3. The nine most problematic environmental barriers for people using walking devices in a 
sample of 44 apartments. The score indicate the magnitude of the accessibility problems.

Conclusion
With a better understanding of the new system, its core functionality and challenges, conditions 
are created for refinement, best possible performance and scalability of the new system.
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Introduction
This case study presents an innovative practice of certifying accessible buildings which has been 
implemented by the largest non-profit disability advocacy organization in Canada using a rating 
system rooted in universal design principles. Our close look at the rating system and the 
organization’s initiative illustrates factors that enables the effectiveness, while revealing current 
and future challenges. 

Background
In Canada, the enactment of national accessibility legislation in 2019 signalled ongoing 
momentum in advancement of policy and regulations across provinces and territories. A more 
accelerated change in the built environment, however, requires incentivization for private sector 
entities—particularly industries that build, own, and manage buildings and public spaces—to 
pursue projects beyond minimum standards. Recognizing the need to encourage industry buy-
in for increasing accessible buildings and public spaces, the Rick Hansen Foundation (RHF), 
one of the largest disability advocacy organizations in Canada, launched the Rick Hansen 
Foundation Accessibility Certification TM (RHFAC) program in 2017, a rating and certification 
system grounded in universal design principles.

Method
We investigated how RHFAC was designed and the impacts of the program to date, using the 
certification materials and the data collected by the Foundation on the certified buildings as a 
case study.    

Results
Designated RHFAC Professionals (individuals who are trained to use the RHFAC rating 
methodology) rate buildings and public spaces upon request by owners and operators, using the 
standardized rating tool. There are two levels of certification—RHF Accessibility Certified, and 
RHF Accessibility Certified Gold.  The program functions much like the LEED program for green 
buildings. Any building that achieves certification can be publicly listed on the RHFAC Registry, 
which is hosted by CSA Group (formerly Canada Standards Association). They can also order a 



decal or plaque to display in their certified building.  Unlike building design standards and codes 
which are regulatory tools to ensure compliance for minimum specified quantity and 
dimensional requirements, RHFAC rewards points to space designs that enhance the 
experiences of various types of users.  The system relies on RHFAC Professional’s understanding 
for more nuanced design needs from the universal design perspectives.  RHFAC Professionals 
go through an intensive training program designed by the Foundation, including education 
about the concepts of disability, universal design, and basic knowledge about construction 
process. The rating involves an audit of the meaningful access of 10 major built environment 
elements (building entry, vehicular access, interior circulation, trains and pathways, signage, 
etc.) which encompass a whole journey involved in life activities instead of viewing accessible 
design for a given feature in a space in isolation. 

Figure 1. Certification Plaque.

To date, 1,300+ commercial and institutional buildings have been rated under the certification 
program, and about 450 certified buildings have been listed on the online RHFAC Registry. A 
majority of the certified buildings are located in British Columbia, where the program launched 
thanks to funding from the Government of BC, however, the number of certified commercial and 
institutional buildings is steadily increasing across the country. The rating system has been 
effectively promoted through regular engagement activities with industry stakeholders and 
governments, which have not only contributed to the awareness but also strengthened a 
celebratory culture of best practices around accessibility.  Founder of the Foundation, Rick 
Hansen is a celebrated Paralympics gold medalist and has been popular in Canada for many 
years. Having a champion with star-power is inevitably a pivotal ingredient of this cultural 
change.  The rating system is now adopted by public institutions such as governments and 
universities as a model for their buildings. In addition, RHFAC is regularly reviewed by 
individuals with lived experience, including hearing, vision and mobility challenges, and 
updated every three years to stay on the forefront of accessibility innovation. 



Conclusion: Keeping the Momentum
Our previous survey asking the network of building industry members about their perceptions
of barriers to certification—and pursuing high-level accessibility for their buildings in general—
revealed that there is still a general weariness around additional costs, marketability, and lack 
of clarity in regulations (Terashima, 2019). While evidence of the economic return of pursuing 
green building certification is relatively clear and substantial, economic benefits of accessible 
building are much more nuanced and harder to estimate. An architecture firm in Canada 
recently published a study showing that the additional construction cost to their own new builds 
to the RHF Accessibility Certified Gold level compared to National or Ontario building code was 
only 1% (HCMA, 2020). Such empirical evidence is a powerful tool to promote industry buy-ins, 
and more is needed. Proliferation of standards and guidelines since the enactment of provincial 
and national accessibility legislation has also added to the challenge for the industry, who has to 
navigate through these multiple, and sometimes inconsistent, regulatory regimes.  An 
orchestrated effort to streamline regulations, while establishing cases for economic viability and 
enhancing knowledge in practice of universal design, will be critical.  The certification will play 
a catalyst role in this effort, and in achieving more ‘meaningful accessibility’ in the built 
environment.  
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Introduction 
The approach known as universal design, inclusive design, or design for all has become a way to 
address not only the challenges, but also the opportunities inherent in our increasingly diverse 
populations. While some design disciplines have not embraced this concept, interior design 
educators have led the charge to incorporate universal design theory and practice into their 
curricula. But what are they doing and how are they doing it?

Researchers from the Center for Inclusive Design and Environmental Access at the University 
at Buffalo conducted an online survey to assess the state of universal design education in 
accredited interior design curricula in the United States. The team distributed the survey to 
interior design educators and administrators in all institutions with accredited degree programs 
in the U.S. The study, sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), consisted of 
both qualitative and quantitative questions that sought information related to the 
understanding, attitudes, and incorporation of universal design into the curriculum of each 
participant’s program. This paper will report key components of the final results.

Analyses of the final survey findings not only show descriptive responses to survey questions, 
but also relationships between the questions. Qualitative and quantitative results show 
variability across schools, in terms of how, when (course level), and the degree to which 
universal design aspects are incorporated into curricula. In addition, surveyed faculty made 
suggestions for the improvement of universal design curricula in their own programs as well as 
programs across the U.S. 

Background
This study is the second part of a larger project aimed at determining the state of universal 
design education in the primary design disciplines: communication design, industrial design, 
interior design, architecture, urban design, and landscape architecture. The first survey, 
conducted in 2014, focused on architecture, specifically the 120 programs in the U.S. accredited 
by the National Architectural Accrediting Board. Respondents included 463 faculty and 
administrators. The key findings included:



• 55.7% of the respondents had a positive attitude about universal design.

• 68% reported that UD was addressed in their curriculum.

• 72.3% said that UD content in the curriculum was very or moderately effective.  

• Results showed great variability across schools in terms of how, when (course level), and 
the degree to which UD aspects were incorporated into programs. 

• Primary ways to increase the relevancy of UD in architecture curricula included;

o Incorporate empathic activities and projects 

o Involve users in the curricula

o Integrate UD throughout the curriculum rather than treating it as an add-on

o Incorporate field research/projects/analysis of actual environments

Historical connection between interior design education and universal 
design
The development of the definition of universal design has occurred in parallel with the 
development of the professional standards by which professional interior designers are trained 
in programs accredited by the Council for Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA). The 
Foundation for Interior Design Education and Research (FIDER, precursor to CIDA) and later 
CIDA have both included requirements for programs seeking accreditation to address the 
concepts of universal design in varying forms and under multiple terms.

Professional Standards 2000 (Council for Interior Design Accreditation, 2000) Standard 6l 
consisted of the following language:

Student work MUST demonstrate understanding of universal design concepts and principles 
(Council for Interior Design Accreditation, 2000).

While the 2000 Professional Standards mark the first time that direct reference to the specific 
term “universal design” was included in the interior design accreditation requirements, the 
standards in force immediately prior were FIDER 402R, dated January 1996. From the 
language of 402R, it is evident that the authors were aware of the universal design movement as 
the standard does reference “universal accessibility guidelines” in standard S2.11.3 as an 
example of standards and regulations with which students must be familiar (Foundation for 
Interior Design Education and Research, 1996, p.9). For reference, the Principles of Universal 
Design were first published in 1997 (Connell et al., 1997).

In contrast, interior design’s most closely allied field, architecture, is accredited by the National 
Architectural Accreditation Board (NAAB). Up until 2020, NAAB did not include language 



indicating the importance of universal design concepts in their published Procedures for 
Accreditation. Changes in the most recent version include:

Program Criteria 8: Social Equity and Inclusion - How the program furthers and deepens 
students' understanding of diverse cultural and social contexts and helps them translate that 
understanding into built environments that equitably support and include people of different 
backgrounds, resources, and abilities (National Architectural Accreditation Board, 2020).

While the 2020 version uses the term ‘inclusion’ and implies universal design concepts, it does 
not explicitly use the terms ‘universal design’ or ‘inclusive design’. Generalized ideas of universal 
design are one of the eight program criteria, but specifics of how to incorporate social equity and
inclusion are not mentioned.  

Likewise, although the accreditation standards require that CIDA-accredited programs provide 
instruction to their students in the concepts of universal design, there is no prescriptive 
requirement dictating how programs are to achieve this standard. This is an area that has been 
understudied. Therefore, in 2018 a survey was undertaken to ascertain how and to what degree 
universal design is incorporated into interior design curricula.

Method / Design
Demographic information requested in the survey included the type of school that houses each 
accredited interior design program, the academic rank of each respondent, and the role each 
respondent plays within the CIDA accredited program. Respondents were invited to self-assess 
their familiarity with the term “universal design.”

Corroboration of this self-assessment was important to the study, to quantitatively determine 
respondents’ familiarity with the term. To achieve this corroboration, respondents were 
provided with four definitions and asked to assess the fitness of the definition to the term. By 
providing definitions that were of varying levels of appropriateness in fitting with the term, an 
objective and accurate assessment of the respondents’ actual level familiarity could be 
assessed. Furthermore, by providing definitions from several points within the range of 
historical development of the term, researchers were able to evaluate whether recent scholarship 
in shaping the evolving definition of universal design has disseminated through the faculty of 
accredited interior design programs.

Respondents were asked to rate how well universal design is addressed in their CIDA-accredited 
interior design program, as well as to provide information about the extent to which the topic is 
addressed at each level of the program’s curriculum and the perceived effectiveness of this 
instruction at each level. The survey also collected information about the extent to which 
universal design is addressed in each of the following course types: studio, lecture, seminar, 
workshop, and other. Respondents assessed the effectiveness of universal design components 
in each of these course types.

Subsequently, respondents were asked about their perception of the attitudes of their faculty, 
students, administrators, and themselves about the concept of universal design. Then they were 



given the opportunity to indicate how important a number of ways of increasing the application 
of universal design issues were, both for their own program’s curriculum and for interior design 
education overall.

Finally, respondents were invited to provide open-ended responses to questions regarding 
program strengths in the instruction of universal design and opportunities to strengthen the 
instruction of universal design. In addition, they were provided an opportunity to include any 
additional comments about their responses to some of the other questions.

The quantitative responses to the survey used descriptive analyses (e.g. frequency distributions) 
and comparative analyses (e.g. cross-tabulations, t-tests (for 2 groups) and anovas (for more 
than two groups). These analyses determined whether or not there were statistically significant 
differences between the groups being compared. Qualitative responses were categorized by topic 
through content analysis.

Results
The survey collected responses from 268 respondents representing 108 of the 158 surveyed 
programs. When asked about their institution, 65% of respondents characterized their 
institution as a public university and 73% of respondents self-identified as full-time faculty 
members, including tenured, tenure-track, and non-tenure track.

Following aggregation and analysis of the survey data, researchers were able to confirm that 
interior design educators have a good understanding of universal design. The 1985 definition of 
universal design attributed to Ron Mace was reported by 89% of the respondents to describe the 
term universal design very well or extremely well. Researchers then identified several key 
findings, including the following:

• Faculty, students, and administrators are perceived to have positive attitudes toward 
universal design:

Table 1. Attitudes about universal design.

Attitudes about universal design 
(positive and very positive) % of respondents

• Respondents said about themselves 95%

• Respondents said about colleagues 92%

• Respondents said about students 84%

• Respondents said about administrators 67%

• Interior design programs incorporate universal design into their curricula, and most 
faculty members think that it is working well: 75% of survey respondents report that UD 
is well addressed or very well addressed in their interior design program.

• Universal design content is most prevalent in upper level studio courses:



Table 2. Prevalence of universal design instruction by year and course type.

Extent to which universal design is addressed 
(well and very well) % of respondents

By year of instruction

• First year 18%

• Second year 52%

• Third year 67%

• Fourth year 75%

By course type

• Studio 73%

• Lecture 59%

• Seminar 23%

• Workshop 12%

• Universal design content is perceived to be most effective in upper level studio courses:  

Table 3. Perceived effectiveness of universal design instruction by year and course type.

Perceived effectiveness of universal design 
content (effective and very effective) % of respondents

By year of instruction

• First year 25%

• Second year 51%

• Third year 60%

• Fourth year 69%

By course type

• Studio 67%

• Lecture 53%

• Seminar 22%

• Workshop 12%

• Perceived strengths in universal design instruction: In response to qualitative 
questions regarding the perceived strengths of universal design instruction in the 
respondents’ program, the three categories most frequently identified were:



o application in design studio,

o empathy exercises, and

o infusion of universal design instruction at multiple levels in the curriculum.

• Suggestions for strengthening universal design instruction: In response to 
qualitative questions requesting suggestions for strengthening the instruction of 
universal design in the respondents’ program, the three categories most frequently 
identified were:

o more studio application,

o more access to universal design case studies, and

o research and more reflective/empathic exercises.

Conclusion
In 1991, universal design pioneer Ron Mace wrote “for the technologies of universal design to 
fully develop, universal design concepts and methods must be taught in university design 
programs” (Mace et al., 1991). In the intervening years, interior design educators have promoted 
universal design through well-informed faculty who view universal design as a positive influence 
in shaping the built environment. Likely this familiarity can be credited to the Council for 
Interior Design Accreditation and their requirement of universal design content to be included 
in the curricula of programs seeking accreditation.  

As a substantially user- and person-focused field of design including environmental psychology 
and human behavior theory, interior design embraces the human-centric ideal of universal 
design. Interior design focuses on how people experience space. As a result, the full complement 
of multi-sensory elements come together. In particular, interior designers focus on comfort 
conditions (thermal, lighting, acoustic etc.) and ergonomics, which are primary considerations 
in universal design. The historical relationship of universal design and interior design continues 
to reap positive benefits for the dissemination of universal design in the interior design 
profession and has established interior design as a leader in universal design education.
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Introduction
The role of art and culture in recent years has been receiving growing attention in various fields 
including healthcare and health promotion. The social value of participating in art and cultural 
activities provides a major advantage. It is a model conversant, even to local communities. This 
study establishes the significance of art and cultural practices in the context of advancing well-
being among indigenous Nigerians. e d and ,

well-being the . general aim of the dy was
impact art and cultural activities well-being, 

selected cultural activities Nigeria as a Identifying and analyzing these cultural 
activities in relation to key indices of well-being, were objectives that facilitated the achievement 
of the aim.

The concept of community well-being is argued by as a feeling of 
relationship art and culture , 

. A recent study by Clift (2012) suggests community singing for older people, shows 
evidence of improvements in physical well-being and morale. Clift’s study also suggests 
reductions in loneliness, doctor visits, and medication use, which are essential indices of well-
being. T ve many . 
They include socioeconomic ,

social vices including 
dangerous The benefits of evaluation to healthcare services concerning this 
subject matter has been argued by (Staricoff, 2006). 

The q was used study. D d Analysis 
of responses from this study shows that well-being was connected with art and cultural activities. 
Furthermore, peaceful co-existence, crime reduction, and improved socio-economic value. The 
research location of this study is new thus, contributes theoretically to this field. 



Background
The role of art and cultural activities in local environments may have been undermined by 
scholars or policymakers, thus the impact on well-being lacking the deserving attention. This 
has subsequently caused a decline in art and cultural activities, particularly in Nigeria. Although, 
little effort by the rural population and policymakers in Nigeria to upgrade the local art and 
cultural activities into structured socioeconomic well-being, appears ineffective. For instance, 
the National Council for Arts and Culture, among many other policy institutions, was established 
to encourage, develop and promote all aspects of Nigerian cultures and interact with private or 
public organizations. However, efforts towards this plight may have benefited the urban 
inhabitants, but little attention is given to the rural communities.

Method
The study analyses semi-structured interviews (0.5 hours each) carried out on rural adult 
residents, and cultural event performers (artistes). Six (6) rural communities cutting across two 
senatorial districts (A and B) of the three senatorial districts (known as zone A, B, and C) in 
Benue State, Nigeria, in a period of 10 years (2010-2020) were explored. Data sources included 
face-to-face oral interviews and archives. The interview made use of an audiovisual facility to 
record. A cross-sectional survey evaluating the modes and frequency of access to art and cultural 
experiences, within the stated period, and its relation with the general feeling of well-being were 
also analyzed. This has been carried out on a sample (n=150) of adults in rural communities. 
Systematic literature review on the Psychological General Well Being Index (PGWBI) theory 
collaborated for standards. 10 different aspects of art and cultural experiences common within 
the study area, were considered (Table 1). 

Table 1. Art and Cultural activities considered in this survey, potential indicators of attachment to art
and cultural event. 



Results
Access to art and cultural activities in a meaningful way is conditioned by the interface of a series 
of factors which are highlighted in the diagram (Figure 1) below. 72.9% of the study sample 
attended various art and cultural event in past 24 months, as shown in Table 1 above, while 
77.7% took part for payment. This is proving that economic value was essential to most people 
participating in a c . A reasonable number (40%) took part in an event 
without economic benefits, yet they got satisfaction. A careful analysis of responses in this survey

s occurred
which is usually organized during the end of the year performed 
during new year celebration, and kwase-kuhwan (marriage party) carried out regularly. It was 
significant for happiness, as memories of activity could remain for a long period, thus sustaining 
and extending the friendly feeling among the people. These activities also increase the economic 
power of the artistes, (drummers, singers, dancers and masks carvers) consequently the desired 
well-being. From the field study data, the well-being sequential diagram below (Figure1) was 
developed.  

Figure 1. Well-being sequential diagram showing determinants that interface to enhance art and 
cultural activities towards well-being in rural communities (field study).

Conclusions 
Initial well-being in rural communities is hardly achieved unless results from (i) regular 
organization of activities (ii) environmental safety (iii) individuals’ economic power, and (iv) 
emotional state of persons. Although comparatively, there was a 65.8% decline in the attendance 
of art and cultural activities in the rural communities. Figure 1 clearly shows interactions of 
indicators in other to obtain well-being. Two points upon which there was a need for addressing 
were observed:



i. The derogatory condition such as poor roads, lack of power source, and security
challenges confronting many rural communities requires urgent attention. 

ii. Government policies on rural development are still relatively ineffective, thus the need 
for better policy.

It is here argued that no single factor would optimally solve the problem of well-being in 
communities, as the various communities had slightly divergent problems. However, one 
common concern was improving people’s well-being. The insecurity challenge remained critical 
among the many rural areas and calls for quick attention. The rural Nigerians were happy 
people, but fundamentally for the crisis of thuggery and insurgency. Previously, art and cultural 
activities such as display in market squares, and inter-community competitions were regularly 
carried out and freely attended by the people. In recent years (2015-2020) artistes rarely 
organize activities, besides, people tend to be afraid to attend social gatherings in the 
communities for fear of attack. 78% of interviewed persons notably agreed that the crime rate 
was low when the art and cultural activities were frequent. This opinion is, however, a question 
that is open to more investigation, yet a seemingly social reality fact. 
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Even if universal design is considered a rather new concept, particularly in Norway, it has long 
been an integral part of architecture for a long time. The Bauhaus School founded by Walter 
Gropius in 1919 paid much attention combining function and aesthetics. Form Follows Function 
was the catchy slogan. Le Corbusier’s philosophy and proposal for «Universal Design» was Le 
Modulor, which he patented in 1948. Functionalism as we know it from the 1930s completely 
lacked social aspects. The modernist movement provides many examples of how architects 
exposed the ramp or lift as a substitute for stairs. A good example of a well-functioning and 
aesthetically pleasing ramp is the Oscar Niemeyer’s buildings in Niterói in Rio de Janeiro. If you 
read the programs and statements of juries from architecture competitions, it will be hard to 
find texts that addresses the needs of users. You will find words like sustainability, functionality, 
flexibility and aesthetics in their assessments. But these terms are mainly related to the ideas of 
the architect. By prestigious architecture, I mean buildings which have received prizes or awards 
for their architectural quality. 

Projects 
Walter Gropius (1883-1969) founded the Bauhaus school in 1919 in Weimar, moved to Dessau 
in 1925, and ended as the Bauhaus Archive in Berlin in 1971. In the Berlin project the use of 
access by ramps as an architectural component. See fig. 1. 

Le Corbusier (1887-1965) in one of his most famous buildings, The Villa Savoye, 1929, ramps 
are integrated in the concept. The only Le Corbusier buildings in USA, The Harvard Carpenter 
Center for the Visual Arts, 1963, the access from two sides are done by ramps. See fig. 2, 3 and 
4. 



Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (1886-1969) and his Barcelona pavilion, 1929, is one of the icons of 
architecture in the 20th century. It has a very horizontal character and the different spaces flow 
into each other giving a sense of easy horizontal movement between indoors and outdoors very 
easily accessible for wheelchairs. The entrance has a few stairs, but it could be easily changed 
into a modest ramp. See fig. 5. 

Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) designed the Guggenheim Museum New in York City, 1959, 
and making a ramp as the main concept of the building. See fig. 6. 

Noman Foster (1935-) made the famouse couple when restoring the Reichstag building in 
Berlin, 1999, where the design challenge is solved by a continuously running spiral the whole 
way to a restaurant at the top. See fig. 7. 

Oscar Niemayer (1907-2012), and his Contemporary Art Museum, 1996, in Niteroi, has an 
artistic long and curved ramp as the main entrance accessible on wheels, but as soon as you are 
indoors you are met by stairs. See fig. 8. 

Jørn Utzon, (1918-2008) famous as the architect of the Sydney Opera House, started building 
in 1959 and completed in 1973. The building is placed on a plateau accessed by numerous steep 
steps. Visitors are told to find a door on ground floor with the text: ”Access for disables to Opera 
House. Press the button for assistance and await reply”. 

Frank Gehry (1929-) made headlines with his Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, 1997, with a 
complete inaccessible long and steep stair to the main entrance, and also by a sign telling 
wheelchair users to enter through the backdoors entrance. See fig. 10.

Alvar Aalto (1898-1976) designed stairs at the Rauta-talo office building in Helsinki completed 
in 1955. Universally designed with good contrasts, oak and white marble in the steps, and 



handles made of brass, and also door handles in different heights showing how Aalto was prior 
to his time with universally designed solutions already in the mid-1900s. See fig. 11. 

Sverre Fehn (1924 - 2009) designed the extension of the old National Bank to be the Museum 
of Architecture in Oslo, 2007, See fig.12.

Snøhetta architects (1987) in the new Opera in Oslo, 2008, a very prestigious project but 
unfortunately not very much designed for differently abled persons, with a walkable public roof 
which is dangerous to walk for all. See fig. 13. 

Conclusion 
The pioneers like Gropius, Le Cobusier, Wright and Aalto seem to pay more attention to 
“solutions for all”, especially for easy access. Aalto obviously had a wider view on designing for 
all as in details for staircases. The younger persons like Snøhetta architects and Pritzker Prize 
winner Sverre Fehn do not manage the challenges of designing for all so well in their prestigious 
design. At the opening of the new building for the Architecture Museum in Oslo, he had to take 
the back door instead of entering through front door together with dignity and equitable with 
both the king and queen. See fig. 12. Another example is the multi award winning Norwegian 
Opera House, where a dominant concept for the entire building is the walkable roof which is 
accessible to the public. However, there are information boards telling you that it is dangerous 
to walk on the levelled roof. It is too steep and there are randomly stairs varying from zero to 10 
inches in the white marble without any contrast marking. 
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Introduction 
Universal Design -questions are global, universal, but in many cases very local. How to plan and 
implement the good station environment where to move easily, safely and accessibility. When 
thinking the world of railways, so UIC, the worldwide railway organization has presented 
strategic objectives for passenger railway stations. Important targets are: Improve station 
functionality as an important and strategic element of the “railway product” for station users: 
digitalisation, information, accessibility. And improve the relationship between the railways and 
the city: architecture, integrating station activities into the city, intermobility, security, 
sustainability. Universal standards make international travellers’ journeys easier to do. 

It is necessary to share and exchange best practices about different solutions and cases. The 
focus is also sustainability, when implementing accessible design and functional solutions. How 
to find the right direction and platform or entrée to the certain street? The way-finding systems 
using smart phone applications would be extremely helpful for many people. These solutions 
cannot replace however physical infrastructure, where design for all is necessary. 

For developing accessibility at station areas, EU countries has the EU Commission Regulation 
(EU) No 1300/2014, which entered force on 1 January 2015. In Finland Railway Engineering 
Guidelines (RATO) part 16, Routes and platforms has been used in railway area design, 
construction and maintenance contracts commissioned by the Finnish Transport Infrastructure 
Agency since 1.1.2018. The guideline takes into consideration this EC Regulation, and is the basic 
information and a guide how to plan accessibility at stations. Of course, you must know other 
guidelines, standards and criteria how to plan. We want to see future traffic largely as a service 
– physical mobility and digital shopping which complement each other. The intelligent transport 
system is developing as a result of cooperation between different actors. Accessibility and Design 
for all as a planning principle, also sustainability. Universal design could be a brand, which 
collects all good solutions together for implementing. 

Background
There are about 200 stations in Finland, and 26 lively stations are serving 81% of passengers. 
However, small railway stations and stops are the biggest part of them, nearly half of them. Many 
small stations are suffering from uncomfortable environment and poor facilities. The service 



level can include only necessary services and information about train arrivals and departures. A 
small station is in general serving < 50000 passengers per year.

Method / Design
The development project together with local actors – Finnish Transport Agency (from 1.1.2019 
Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency) is a main actor at the Iittala station area. The Iittala 
Village is a part of the City of Hämeenlinna.  

Wide cooperation between different actors and community spirit to develop a small station 
Iittala to a modern, pleasant, and functional station also taking care of accessibility solutions 
and art works.

As a target in the vision of the Iittala Village´s development project is internationally interesting 
glass and art village near the City of Hämeenlinna. It has been planned also other development 
activities than modernization of the station area. To have more inhabitants, companies to stay 
and visitors to come. Better accessibility by trains and cars.

Journey-time by regional train to Iittala from Helsinki 1h35min, from Tampere 33 min and from 
Hämeenlinna 13 min. Train connections are good to the south and the north directions.

Results
The Development of the Iittala station as a case object, how to develop a small station in wide 
cooperation with different actors. The first themed art station in Finland has been built in Iittala 
in the city of Hämeenlinna. 

The Iittala art station’s construction work began during the spring of 2018 and its opening was 
celebrated on Saturday, 9 June 2018. The Iittala station has been developed as a green, smart 
and art station, where is possible to wait a train under the new style shelter. There is also space 
for a wheel-chair user. The plan includes also parking area for the park & ride users, accessible 
routes to the platform and green environment with plants.   

The new station embodies Iittala’s history as a village for crafts, design and art. In the future it 
will also serve as a calling card for the area and please the eyes of those travelling through Iittala 
on trains.

The station development process was an entirely new concept in Finland, and it will be carried 
out as a pilot station for FTIA and as a large joint venture of the local business and community 
network. The art station is the work of almost 20 actors and has utilised the best local skills. 
Everything from the art waiting shelter’s design, materials, engineering plans, the station area’s 
open space plan to the virtual art environment are the work of local companies that have been 
carried out as part of the i-laakso 2030 programme. The naïvistic artworks have been created 
by the naïve artists. The Iittala Centre of Naïve Art, which supported this art station project, is 
in the Iittala Village. Summer exhibitions have an average of 20.000 visitors yearly.                                  



Conclusion
The new art station Iittala has served since 8.6.2018 passengers and, also tourists coming to visit 
in Iittala, better than before. Iittala is famous for the Iittala Glass center, which interests many 
tourists, also from Japan. The volume of train passengers has increased after that when this 
development project was complete.  

The shelter in the Iittala art station with a naivistic artwork on both sides from artist Maija 
Kanerva.

The structure is strong to be based on modularity.
The art station has been built from SSAB’s COR-TEN® steel that is weather resistant and   has 
been manufactured in Hämeenlinna. The second key material is glass, naturally, considering 



that Iittala is in a glass area. There are hard-boiled crafts skills in Hämeenlinna and Kalvola’s 
granite has previously found its place in the Finnish Parliament Annex, for example. The third 
material was, therefore, chosen to be stone. The idea of the shelter’s modular structure was born 
when the technical plans were being worked on. 
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Who are the elderly?
Although many institutions attempt to categorize the elderly by distinguishing groups according 
to age, there is no agreed definition of the older person. The World Health Organization (WHO) 
defines an elderly person as one who is aged 60 and over. This is also the age in France for 
granting certain benefits to the elderly. 

The WHO predicts that between 2015 and 2050 the proportion of people aged 60 and over 
worldwide will almost double, rising from 12% to 22%. 

But sociological studies all show that age is far from being the only determining factor in the 
emergence of old age and changes in lifestyle. Changes are often related to factors that have little 
to do with age but more with life stories: children leaving home, retirement, demise of the 
spouse, accident, etc. These are all stages that often mean reorganizing one’s life.

Main difficulties encountered by the elderly 
As people get older, they often encounter cumulative limitations of physical, cognitive and 
perceptual abilities. Decreased mobility is often an inevitable consequence of this change, which 
has a global impact on the health, well-being and autonomy of older people.

The interviews and the literature review carried out have brought to light 4 families of 
difficulties: physical, cognitive, sensory and psychological.

Improved accessibility: a definite lever to promote the autonomy of older 
people
The comparative analysis between the requirements deriving from accessibility regulations and 
the main difficulties experienced by older people has highlighted a number of points of 
convergence. It is clear that taking accessibility into account, whether in public spaces, buildings 



or transport, is a key element in enabling and facilitating people’s mobility and therefore, more 
broadly, maintaining autonomy and participation in social life. 

The main points of convergence that constitute levers for giving greater consideration to the 
elderly in towns, in response to the difficulties previously presented, are: 

- promoting a pleasant navigation path for all;

- making the environment easier to perceive and understand;

- improving safety for pedestrians, reducing apprehension and obstacles to mobility.

In fact, regulatory requirements such as the dimensional characteristics of navigation paths and 
the quality of surface coverings facilitate the movements of the elderly and make them safer.
Requirements concerning the quality of lighting, consideration of visual and tactile contrasts 
and the marking of crossings on public spaces make it easier for older people to find where they 
are and move around. Similarly, accessibility requirements for signage are also fundamental. In 
addition, in the face of difficulties in standing and problems with balance, particular care is 
required to ensure that the amenity provides supports. 

Figure 1. The layout of crossings must be carefully designed to provide safe movement for the most 
vulnerable pedestrians.

Further work on accessibility required
Taking accessibility into account, whether in public spaces, buildings or transport, is a key factor 
in enabling and facilitating people’s mobility and therefore, more broadly, remaining 
independent and continuing to participate in social life. However, it appears that further action 
is required to adapt the facilities and organisation in towns to ageing users. In particular, 
difficulty in walking long distances or standing for long periods of time makes seating essential 
for older people. Implementing additional measures as part of the design of intersections and 
crossings is also a particularly important point in order to reduce accidents among older 
pedestrians. Finally, the maintenance of outdoor spaces is also an important factor in terms of 
safety and travel comfort, as is the presence of sanitary facilities.
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Vision is our dominant sense and is the process of deriving meaning from what is seen.  Half the 
human brain is devoted directly or indirectly to vision (MIT, 1996).  In the brain, neurons 
devoted to visual processing account for about 30% of the cortex, compared with 8% for touch 
and 3% for hearing (Brainline, 2019).  About 80% percent of our perception, learning, cognition, 
and activities are mediated through vision.  The visual process generates appropriate motor, 
and/or cognitive responses to the world around us (Seyens, 2019).  

Visual contrast sensitivity is a crucial part of human vision (different to acuity) allowing 
detection of objects and discriminating objects or details from their background. Poor visual 
contrast therefore has a very significant impact on people with a vision impairment.

Worldwide, luminance contrast is recognised in standards and codes for new buildings, 
transport and information, as the most relevant measure of how a person visually perceives their 
environment.  Luminance contrast is crucial for safety and is vital to remove environmental 
barriers for people with a vision impairment.  

However, luminance contrast is a tiny fraction of compliance with the consequence that new 
facilities often fail to achieve acceptable luminance contrast outcomes.  In existing buildings, 
public spaces and transport, luminance contrast requires maintaining as surfaces become 
damaged and dirty. Achieving better luminance contrast outcomes for all users of the built 
environment firstly requires luminance to be measured, expressed as a light reflectance value 
(LRV). Secondly, luminance contrast requires to be calculated.

As a practitioner Galbraith routinely observed that LRV was not measured on new construction, 
nor as part of ongoing maintenance of existing assets.  A barrier to measurement is likely to be 
the expensive and bulky equipment prescribed in the Australian Standards’ methodology.  
Galbraith (2017) carried out a survey of access practitioners (n = 84) that revealed 66% relied 
on ‘by eye’ judgement to determine luminance contrast compliance with the National 
Construction Code.  For specified finishes, some designers/consultants obtain laboratory LRV 
test certificates, based on controlled lighting test conditions.  Colorimeters used to determine 



LRV on site, typically use a controlled light source and measure the ‘pure’ colour of a surface 
(specular component inclusive). Luminance measurements using controlled light sources do 
not reflect ambient lighting nor how an environment is experienced by users.  

The objective of the research was to provide a readily available tool that could measure light 
reflectance values representative of user experience. The research hypothesis was based on the 
premise that a camera captures the scene, ‘as seen’. The camera image is specular component 
exclusive, allowing for prevailing light conditions and the amount of light reflected back to the 
eye (or camera).  Australian Standard, AS 1428.4.1 clause E3.3(e) states “A more accurate 
calculation [of LRV] might be based on the relative proportions of each colour (where these 
proportions might be determined by image analysis techniques)”. Extensive research was 
carried out bringing print, web and photographic technology together to test several image 
analysis algorithms.  With known lux and luminance values, the LRV results from the different
algorithms were assessed against the LRV obtained with the ISO 21542 formula: Luminance 
(cd/m2) = (E x Xlrv)/ π, where E = lux; and Xlrv = LRV. One algorithm emerged with consistently 
validated results.

The preferred image analysis algorithm was incorporated into a smart phone application (Get 
Luminance, 2019) to provide a portable and affordable tool.  The App is free and practitioners 
typically have use of a mobile smart phone!  A key benefit of the App is that shadowing, glare, 
gloss and uneven surfaces can have their LRV measured.  Compliance is then assessed by 
calculating the luminance contrast between the LRV of two surfaces; L1 and L2.  Four common 
calculation methods for luminance contrast are:

1. Simple difference [Contrast = L1 – L2)]

2. Bowman-Sapolinski [Contrast = 125 (L1 – L2)/(25 + L1 + L2)]

3. Proportional difference [Contrast = (L1 – L2)/L1]

4. Michelson [Contrast = (L1 – L2)/(L1 + L2)]

Figure 1 shows each contrast calculation method provides very different answers.  Luminance 
contrast of 30% is a common compliance benchmark.    

The research has demonstrated how image analysis techniques can be used and incorporated 
into a smart phone App to provide portable, affordable on-site measurement tool that reflects 
user experience of luminance contrast. However, further research is required to provide a 
consistent luminance contrast calculation to reflect human visual experience.  



Figure 1. Luminance contrast calculation methods compared for two LRVs 30 points apart.
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Introduction 
We are surrounded by light which makes us capable of seeing and sensing our world [1]. Through 
a delicate interplay between light, vision and surrounding surface materials, we see and 
experience our environment. Moreover, light also supports our well-being through lights 
stimulation of our circadian rhythm. Those are the two main effects of the interaction between 
light and the human eye.

Besides enabling us to see and supporting our well-being, light is also an important player in 
creating the atmosphere of a space. The experience of a space is not only constructed by walls 
but also by light [2]. Whereas we can describe the physical construction of spaces precisely, light 
is vaguer [3], and atmosphere created through light and space is even more complex and difficult 
to describe. An atmosphere is not a tangible object defined through its physical specifications, it 
is something that people experience through interaction with it. Described by the German 
philosopher Gernot Böhme as the co-presence of subject and object [4]. This knowledge leaves 
the question: How is it possible to design with such a vague phenomenon as light in order to 
create atmosphere and well-being for elderly people living in care homes? 

Background
It is well known that humans benefit from being exposed to light. Within the last two decades, 
novel research demonstrates that light entering the human eye - apart from supporting vision -
has a biological effect on the human body [5]. These findings have made it clear that light has 
two effects: a visual effect and a non-visual effect both essential for our physical well-being and 
our ability to understand and experience our lived environment. 

Applying the concept of Universal Design you need to consider lighting design in a holistic way 
by having a focus on the users need and not solely on meeting standards and regulations. When 
it comes to vulnerable persons such as elderly people living in care homes, a well-designed light 
setting can have substantial impact. The lighting design may accentuate different functions of a 
space, communicate the purpose of a specific environment and create a homely and attractive 
atmosphere, as well as supporting physical well-being through stimulation of the circadian 
rhythm [6, 7, 8, 9].  



Method
In order to unfold knowledge on the aspects of the visual and the non-visual effects of light, this 
paper is based on a literature review focusing on clarifying the characteristics of light that triggers 
the visual and the non-visual effects respectively and how they interact. This review includes 
traditional lighting design strategies as well as recommendations from the Danish guideline for 
visually impaired people. Further, the various views are compared and discussed and the paper 
questions whether the same lighting design can stimulate both effects, and, if so, how such a 
lighting design is experienced, i.e. what atmosphere it produces. Atmospheres created through 
light, however, are not generic but closely linked to culture [10], and this paper focuses on 
Scandinavia.

Results
Light enters the eye and affects the photoreceptor cells in the retina. Vision is based on two types 
of photoreceptor cells: rods and cones. These cells are sensitive to varying wavelength and 
intensities of light. At very low light levels, the rod cells are able to function by our scotopic vision 
enabling us to see shades of darkness and thereby orienting ourselves. In well-lit conditions, the 
photonic vision is active through the cone cells providing us with a higher visual acuity as well as a 
color sensitivity. The cone system has a spectral eye sensitivity curve (Vλ) which has its maximum 
sensitivity at 555nm; green-yellow light. In 2002 a third photoreceptor cell was detected in the 
retina. The interesting aspect of this new cell known as “intrinsic photosensitive retinal ganglion 
cell (ipRGC)” is that it is not generating vision. It regulates many non-visual biological effects such 
as circadian timing, body temperature, heart rate, hormone production (cortisol and melatonin) 
and alertness. The spectral biological action curve (based on melatonin suppression) has its 
maximum sensitivity around 446-477nm; blue light [11, 12, 13]. Although complex, the new 
findings illustrated that lighting design can support human health and well-being when designed 
with the right features, summarised in the dynamics of lighting level (intensity) and lighting colour 
(spectral distribution) [14]. 

When comparing how to stimulate the non-visual and the visual effect of light, we see that different 
approaches are needed (Table 1.). The most efficient responds to respectively non-visual and visual 
effects are achieved at different spectral distributions (blue or green-yellow light).  Likewise, 
regarding the intensity of the light, the purpose of the visual and non-visual effect of light differs; 
the non-visual effect is activated when the light enters the eye, whereas the visual effect of light is 
to illuminate objects and surroundings. In addition, timing and duration differs but when it comes 
to colour rendering it is only relevant to the visual effect. 



Table 1. Characteristics of light related to the visual and non-visual effects of light.

Different positions of the light fixtures creates different distributions of the light (Table 2) [15]. 
Positioning the light in the celling or very high distribute the light evenly throughout the whole 
space leaving no areas in complete darkness. The opposite effect is created when the light is 
positioned in various places creating an uneven distribution of light, creating isles of light and 
darkness.  The perceived atmosphere of a space is related to the various distributions of light. 
Indicating a specific atmosphere as homely or institutional is often, in a Scandinavian context 
related to the distribution of light [16]. Light flooding the whole space from above and leaving
no area in darkness and providing all objects and persons in the space with hardly no shadows 
is often perceived as impersonal and institutional. Whereas the opposite situation where the 
light is uneven distributed creating isles of light providing objects and person with varying 
shadow patterns is perceived as homely. The feeling of home - or not, through the light setting, 
is related to the light culture the occupants have been living within.

Table 2. Distribution of light creating different shadow patterns and directionality of light. 

g g
Non-visual effects Visual effects

Specification  of light

Spectral distribution 

eye sensitivity curve

446-477nm optimal response to Cλ

Blue light

555nm optimal response to Vλ

Green-yellow light 

Light intensity
Variable, according to light-dark cycle

On the eye

Variable, according to the task

On the task

Timing
Variable, 

according to light-dark cycle

Variable, when needed 

according to specific task

Duration
Variable, 

according to efficiency of effect

Variable, when needed 

according to specific task

Colour rendering - CRI ≥ 90 

g g p y g
Distribution of light

Even distribution

Directionality of light: diffuse

Shadow pattern: soft and diffuse

Uneven distribution

(isles of light)

Directionality of light: direct

Shadow pattern: hard and precise 



The distribution of light has an impact on the shadow pattern and the directionality of light [17], 
that are pivotal to the visual effects of light and the production of atmosphere. Together with 
other qualitative aspects of light such as colour rendering, illuminances and contrast, they are 
light characteristics that support vision and are aspects that lighting designers traditionally 
focus on [18, 19]. Designing the light setting in order to create an impact on the visual or non-
visual effects of light needs different approaches. By focusing primarily on stimulating the non-
visual effects a lighting design will not create a visual environment that supports neither 
orientation and spatial understanding nor a particular atmosphere of the space. Elements that 
can be of crucial importance for people living in care homes. 

Conclusions
Even though the concept of atmosphere and the impact of light in relation to the well-being of 
elderly people can seem vague and intangible, as stated in the beginning of the paper, it is 
illustrated, considering the cultural tradition, that they can be described relatively precise. It is 
analyzed how the two approaches to lighting design that focus on either the visual or the non-
visual effects of light can oppose each other. It is undoubtedly desirable to stimulate care home 
residents’ physical condition with lighting that supports their circadian rhythm. At the same 
time, it is important to create lighting that enables older people to perceive and understand their 
surroundings while also creating a homely atmosphere; qualities of light, which are often 
neglected in lighting designs supporting the circadian rhythm. When focusing exclusively on the 
physical needs, the design overlook and ignore the social and perceived conditions of light.

This stresses the need for research that investigates how the two approaches to light can interact, 
stimulating elderly people, i.e. care home residents, with light that supports the non-visual 
effects of light in creating physical well-being and at the same time the visual effects of light in 
creating a homely atmosphere and an improved understanding of their surroundings. This will 
broaden the approach to lighting design in care homes and embrace the different needs of the 
elderly people providing them with a supportive and excellent Universal Designed lighting. 
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Introduction 
Among the sensory impairments, hearing impairment and the difficulties it causes are still 
poorly understood by decision-makers and designers, who therefore find it difficult to take them 
into account in designing the mobility chain. 

Background
Hearing loss can be defined as a deterioration of the hearing system. It can occur at any age and 
have very different consequences depending on its causes, its severity (average level of loss), the 
age at which it occurs, etc. Hearing loss thus regroups together several different categories of 
populations that often have little contact with each other: the deaf and the hard of hearing, those 
born deaf and the late-deafened, Deaf (signed language only) and oral deaf, etc. The people in 
charge of accessibility must be aware of the particularities of this population in order to propose 
appropriate solutions. 

We can especially distinguish between people, known as “hard of hearing”, who can still use 
some of their hearing abilities to communicate and understand their environment (mild to 
severe, or even very severe if fitted with a hearing aid) and those, said to be deaf, mainly not 
fitted with a hearing aid and who have to rely on other sensory channels (mainly visual and 
gestural).

According to a quantitative study on hearing loss, published in 2014 by DREES, people reporting 
at least one form of hearing loss (irrespective of degree) account for 11.2% of the French 
population (or about 7 million people). But if the analysis is extended to include people who say 
they are uncomfortable following a conversation with others, this same study points out that 
“functional hearing loss” more likely affects 16.1% of the population, or about 10 million people. 
Of these, only 360,000 are affected by very severe or total loss involving the complete (or almost 
complete) absence of perception and use of auditory information in their environment. On the 
other hand, over 9 million can be considered as hard of hearing.



Method / Design
Thanks to a literature review, the difficulties caused by hearing impairment were identified. 
They include the perception of sound messages related to unexpected events or alerts, 
communication and orientation, and the acoustic discomfort felt by people with hearing 
impairment in some confined spaces.

Results
The difficulties caused by hearing impairment were identified thanks to a literature review and 
highlighted in four types of difficulties for people who are deaf or hard of hearing can be 
highlighted:

- problems with the perception of audible messages giving warning, or about unexpected 
events;

- communication difficulties;
- orientation difficulties;
- acoustic discomfort felt by people with hearing loss in some enclosed spaces.

Solutions are available and can easily be applied. First of all, technical aids adapted to each 
context must be provided: those using sound, those using text or images, and those using other 
means. In public buildings and on public transport, staff must be specially trained, and 
particular attention must be paid to the acoustic and visual quality of indoor environments. 
Warning or access control devices must be adapted to transmit signals that everyone can 
perceive. Visual information must be developed in transport, buildings and public spaces. The 
latter must also be designed to be readable and to ensure the safety of all users, particularly in 
areas that are used for a great variety of purposes.

Conclusion
In terms of accessibility of the travel chain and inclusion of all groups in society, it is essential 
to consider the needs of people with hearing loss, whether they are deaf or hard of hearing. This 
is because it is a disability that may go unnoticed but affects a large number of people, 
particularly due to the ageing of the population.

A better understanding of the needs of the people concerned, whether in buildings, public spaces 
or transport, is essential. It also turns out that these needs, which have to do with 
communicating with others and perceiving messages of all kinds, are ultimately simple to 
understand and satisfy.

While necessary for people who are deaf and hard of hearing, compliance with these 
recommendations is beneficial to everyone, especially the elderly, tourists, the absent-minded, 
people using their phones or listening to music, and those finding themselves in a noisy 
environment or in the vicinity of silent hazards caused by electric vehicles.
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Introduction 
Norwegian policy has for the last decade increasingly focused on universal design (UD). There 
is a general understanding that a more universal built environment would serve the society. UD 
is about reducing the gap between demands posed by the environment and the individuals’ 
physical, mental, or social capacities (Lawton’s gap model). Reducing physical gaps is presently 
one of the chief aims of Norwegian building policy and universal design is often associated with 
design for people with physical disabilities. The mental or social gap has hardly been addressed 
yet, however, the last decade, research and theory on universal design include more and more 
groups of people with different cognitive, sensory, and mental abilities. 

UD is based on the vision of an inclusive society where everyone should be able to participate on 
an equal footing. A key part of achieving UD is a design process where users' needs are in focus. 
However, there still is a demand of identifying the needs and preferences of different user 
groups, such as people with milder mental disorders.

This paper presents findings from recent research financed by The Norwegian Directorate for 
Children, Youth and Family Affairs, and discusses universal design as a method to develop office 
designs that facilitate staying at or getting back to work after sick leave with milder mental 
disorders. 

Background
Anxiety and depression are main reasons for absence from work and disability retirement in 
Norway. Improving office environments to facilitate work for employees with mental disorders 
would therefore have great socio-economic impact. 

Objective
The main objective of the project has been to investigate how design and digital facilitation of
office workplaces may enable people with milder mental disorders to stay in or return to work



after sick leave. The paper discusses shortly whether this type of facilitation can be referred to 
as “universal design”.

Method / Design
The method has been twofold: 1) Review of Norwegian and international research on the design 
of office space and digital facilitation that reduce stress and contribute to better mental health. 
2) Investigate through interviews with therapists and experts in the design of workplaces
(psychologists and consultants) what they consider as necessary physical and digital facilitation 
for people with mental disorders.

Results
The literature review shows that functional, aesthetical, and technical qualities of the 
environment can have a preventive effect on stress and mental difficulties. Examples are the 
benefits of predictable working conditions and feeling control over social interaction, indoor 
climate, and noise. Views and access to green restorative environments outside the office are 
beneficial. Exposure to natural elements such as trees, water, and natural landscapes are linked 
to recovery from cognitive fatigue and stress (McCoy& Evans, 2005).

The literature review indicates that most environmental studies are about the environment's 
impact on healthy people, and that the impact on mental health is not explicit (Veitch, 2011). 
The literature points to the lack of evidence-based knowledge about human-environment 
interaction as decision support in office design (Gjerland et al, 2019). This applies in general but 
is particularly relevant to the interaction between people with mental illness and the 
environment.

Complex perceptual and social mechanisms define our experience of space. For example, a room 
can be perceived as soothing, but users are rarely aware of the qualities influencing such an
experience. These are qualities that are difficult to measure, and the literature review shows they 
are rarely considered in post-occupancy evaluations of workplaces. Some physical qualities can 
be measured, and many evaluations address measurements of noise, vibration, air quality, 
temperature, and daylight, and then compare the results with requirements in regulations and 
standards. These types of measurements are the easy part, although they can be difficult enough 
to perform in the field. It appears to be more difficult to obtain consistent user experiences about 
the human-environment interaction. User experience can differ from one day to another, 
depending on the mood, and experiences in the same premises can be very different from 
individual to individual. It may also appear that users are more likely to make negative 
statements about noise conditions or air quality if they experience conflicts at work or if they are 
dissatisfied with the workplace.

The interviews with therapists show that they primarily consider organizational and social forms 
of individual facilitation. They usually advise their patients to adapt to existing structures, such 
as finding a quiet room when work requires concentration or eating in the canteen when few 
others do. Improvements to the physical environment and digital facilitation are rarely used to 
include employees with minor mental disorders. The therapists believe that they probably could 
be used to a greater extent. 



Furthermore, the interviews with the therapists support the literature about the needs of 
employees with mild mental diagnoses and their interaction with the build environment. It turns 
out that depression and anxiety usually require different types of facilitation. Nevertheless, there 
are some overlapping needs, as there are also some that overlap with the needs of other 
employees. This includes problems that may arise in large office landscapes, where privacy is
reduced. Office environments that provide control over privacy, and opportunities for informal 
social interaction on the employee's premises, are therefore crucial. This also applies, for 
example, to the need for concentration, and protection from noise. When designing workplace
and digital solutions, it is therefore important to consider both individual differences and more 
general / universal needs. Office environments that make it possible to control the degree of 
privacy and facilitate informal social interaction can be decisive for the functioning of employees 
with mental disorders. Realizing they can influence their working environment is about control 
and is probably more important than really making changes. 

The interviews show that there are challenges associated with taking employees with mental 
illness into account when considering universal design, mainly because their needs are more 
diffuse than in the case of physical disabilities. The combination of somatic and mental disorders 
is quite common and is challenging when needs shall be identified. It is often easiest to choose 
to consider the physical ailment, rather than the mental challenge.

Facilitation assumes that employees and therapists are aware how functioning and mental 
health can be affected by physical aspects of the office space. It should be better known among 
therapists and employees that the physical environment affects both mood and work capacity 
and can contribute therapeutically. This will make it possible for both parties to routinely discuss 
facilitation of office environments with the employers. The aim is that the environment does not 
oppose the treatment but supports it.

It appears that the therapists have diverse opinions about digital tools and systems. Their 
patients report lack of guidance and constant changes as challenging. Digital aids, such as apps 
to improve memory and planning, can be positive, but are rarely used. Aids to block distracting 
alerts are regarded as positive and are often combined with setting aside time for concentrated 
work. Digital solutions may support working from home, which is often suggested as a possible 
facilitation for employees with milder mental disorders. However, home office is not 
recommended for permanent use, and should only be used if all other employees have the same 
opportunity. There is always a risk that home office may lead to isolation and thus amplify the 
difficulties for some people. Gradually getting used to being in the office after absence seems to 
be essential for coming back. The interviews show clearly that presence in the office and face-to-
face contact is health-promoting, partly because digital solutions have weaknesses.

The experts consider the usability and quality of the indoor climate to be high in Norwegian 
offices, but psychosocial conditions are hardly on the agenda when reorganizing and designing 
offices, even though there is a great understanding of universal design. The term is according to 
them primarily associated with requirements for accessibility in building regulations. Further, 



the experts believe that much can be improved in terms of user participation and how employees 
are involved in reorganizing or designing the office space. Needs may be conflicting, and it is not 
possible to accommodate everyone. It is still important to tell the employees the rationale for 
the choices and why their requests were not selected.

The question is whether the principle of universal design can be used to meet the needs of 
employees with milder mental disorders. We find this term appropriate when underlining the 
need for planning and designing the built environment for a wide range of human skills. 
Theorists argue for a pragmatic approach to universal design, a goal for society to be "accessible 
enough". This approach considers that there are limits to what barriers one can remove and that 
the relationship between humans and the physical environment always will be characterized by 
a certain amount of friction (Lid, 2009). 

Universal design represents an approach where the needs of the users are central to the design.
The specifications should therefore not be defined by the leaders and designers alone. The 
employees must be involved before and during the design process. However, their needs can be 
taken in consideration by different means, for example through the therapists' expertise about
the various mental disorders and how these affect work and quality of life. Whether it is done in 
one way or another, it is central to focus on these groups. Making their specific needs - both 
individual and at group level - better known to employers and their consultants when designing
office workplaces will also increase awareness about how specific lay-outs and details can offer 
the necessary support. This in turn can help employees to put their own needs into words 
without feeling stigmatized. The therapists are clear about openness and dialogue with the 
employer as an important basis for facilitation.

Many of the needs of employees with milder mental disorders turn out to coincide with more 
general needs and preferences. Employees without diagnoses will therefore also benefit from a 
sharper focus on the diversity of needs in the user group with mental illnesses. A big share of the 
solutions to meet the needs of employees with mental illness will usually have a preventive effect 
on stress, and in the long run also be profitable for the organization.

Conclusion
Findings indicate that a better understanding of the needs of employees with depression and 
anxiety can contribute to better office environments for everyone. Office environments that 
prevent stress and promote mental health should be given greater attention by the parties in 
working life, because the prevalence of mental disorders is high in the population and is 
associated with large societal costs due to sick leave. There is evidence that design can make a 
difference.

Previous research and results from the interviews indicate some resources that can contribute 
to inclusive office workplaces for employees with anxiety and depression. However, the data 
material is too limited to be a basis for guidelines with specific solutions. It is also not advisable 
to provide such guidelines since we claim that participation during the design process should be 
the most important source of knowledge. Not only can a well organised participation process 



provide employers and advisers with the necessary knowledge to develop inclusive solutions, 
but it can also provide valuable insight into employees' own needs. 

This study provides a limited basis for concluding whether employees with anxiety or depression 
are aware of the impact of the built environment on their mental health, since we only have got 
information from therapists and experts. But there is reason to believe that systematic 
evaluations of the premises they use can contribute to an awareness of how the design of the 
workplace affects daily work both for them and for the employer.

Implementation of universal design both in the built environment and in information and 
communication technology has largely been about the development of regulations, which is and 
has been important. However, this work should to a greater extent be supplemented with new 
design methods to gain knowledge about more user groups and thereby broaden the 
understanding of universal design. It is particularly important to investigate how design 
processes in office workplaces can bring out the employees' individual needs for physical and 
digital adaptations. What "Consideration for people with mental disorders" means must be 
elaborated further, not necessarily in building regulations, but in guidelines which regulations 
refer to. There are guidelines for post occupancy evaluation of office workplaces, but these do 
not consider employees with mental illness. The project indicates that interior designers miss 
evidence-based knowledge about design that can support user groups with anxiety and 
depression. Further research should include:

- map user experiences through qualitative case studies in a selection of companies, where 
universal design has been stated as a goal, and study how and when the users has been 
involved and what needs have been fulfilled. 

- analyse one or more reorganization processes with special consideration to people with 
mental conditions and test the contribution of an advisor with expertise on people with 
mental problems.

- supplement existing tools with knowledge about the needs of employees with anxiety and 
depression.
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Introduction
In the context of the research entitled: "The design of spaces in Higher Education and Culture 
in Italy and abroad in accordance with the principles of Universal Design, Universal Design for 
Learning and the ICF" running at the University of Brescia (granted by the Tovini Foundation 
and the Museke Foundation) it has been possible to work out a project with the Ruaha Catholic 
University (RUCU) in Iringa, Tanzania, to research into the accessibility of university facilities 
and support for students with disabilities, applying this research to the pilot case of the RUCU. 

The main goal of the research (still active) is the setup of an Accessibility Centre, identifiable as 
a centre of excellence at a national and international level, which is conceived thanks to the 
creation of a shared method. The concept behind this study is identifiable with the need to 
actively access and participate in the preservation and dissemination of cultural heritage: the 
comparison between different traditions, teaching and communication methodologies, 
historical-anthropological, linguistic and cultural specificities, represents the paradigm for the 
formulation of design hypotheses and the needs related to architecture and, more generally, to 
the lived space.

International cooperation and inclusion: the RUCU case
This paper refers to ongoing research that can be considered the result of an experience that 
deeply affected RUCU. "Flowers for Maria and Consolata. A centre to provide accessibility to 
students with disabilities at RUCU University. […] This centre will be in memory of Maria and 
Consolata who have taught us so much about the value of education for each individual and the 
power of education for the community". Maria and Consolata were conjoined twins who were 
enrolled at RUCU for a bachelor's degree in arts and education. Maria and Consolata lived at the 



university campus and their presence stimulated a series of reflections on the livability of the 
spaces, the organization of the courses, the possibility of creating an environment that would 
allow autonomous management of the daily life of these two students. In 2017 the two sisters 
passed away and their experience has acquired national relevance to push the RUCU to think 
about a project for the accessibility of the entire university. The deep link created within the 
university demonstrating that disability can be considered as a moment of growth both from a 
human and a teaching point of view and this has allowed overcoming the heavy cultural stigma 
present in this area and, more generally, in many African realities.

In order to carry out the project a Memorandum of Understanding between RUCU and the 
University of Brescia was signed in 2019 and a research programme was developed such that the 
topic of accessibility was faced within a cultural framework. Thanks to this synergistic 
relationship, accessibility was declined according to the precise needs of the place, through 
modes that deeply belong to the language of a specific area. In this sense, and in a broader and 
more contemporary vision, accessibility is not only seen as a set of rules to be respected, but it 
must be interpreted as a cultural factor that refers to a set of local traditions and lifestyles, a 
political history and a society rooted. The contemporary approach, borrowed from the ways of 
international cooperation that leads the global reorganization by introducing the south-south 
question, calls for a new balance in which each interlocutor is the protagonist of its development
[1]. The outcome document of the Second China-Africa Conference on Population and 
Development states that “The vision Africa We Want articulated in Agenda 2063 aspires an 
integrated, people-centred, and prosperous Africa, at peace with itself [2] - leaving no one 
behind, reflecting particularly on inclusive growth and sustainable development”. 

In a reality in which, historically, the presence of foreigners imposed their cultural model as an 
example to follow slavishly, the approach adopted is based on a tool (Universal Design) to be 
declined and applied according to the local culture. From a linguistic point of view, it is like 
trying to translate this method according to Swahili culture so that it can be communicated an 
inclusive methodology through parameters that can be understood not only at all levels but built 
directly according to a rooted approach to the place of application. For these reasons, therefore, 
accessibility must also be interpreted as a technical declination of the concept of inclusion. 

The address of the reflections that emerged in the international debate is clearly exposed in some 
founding documents that indicate the key points of this necessary aspiration [3]. The Culture for 
Sustainable Urban Development Initiative [4] seeks to demonstrate the link between the 
implementation of the UNESCO Culture Conventions and the achievement of the UN Agenda 
for Sustainable Development [5]. Concerning the UN Agenda, SDG 11 on sustainable cities 
makes it clear that culture plays an essential role in realizing sustainable urban development, 
particularly through strengthened efforts to protect and safeguard the world’s cultural and 
natural heritage. This initiative brings together national and local governments, universities and 
research centres, NGOs and civil society actors from across the globe to promote a culture-based 
approach. SDG 11 aims at better planning and management to make urban spaces more 
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable, with a particular reference to the right of persons with 



disabilities to social integration provided for by Article 15 of the Charter on Fundamental Rights 
of the European Union [6]. 

Moreover, SDG 4 addresses the question of the quality of education and the right to study: 
“Obtaining a quality education is the foundation to creating sustainable development. In
addition to improving quality of life, access to inclusive education can help equip locals with the 
tools required to develop innovative solutions to the world’s greatest problems. […] Investment 
is needed in educational scholarships, teacher training workshops, school building and 
improvement of water and electricity access to schools”. Furthermore, reports and statistics 
from the Tanzanian Commission for Universities (TCU) indicate an increasing trend in the 
enrolment of students with disabilities in Higher Learning Institutions. However, this expansion 
has never matched with the provision of quality services to people with disabilities at this level 
[7].  

Access to Higher Education has a deep social and cultural meaning in Tanzania: the university 
is not only the forge of knowledge but is also the place where the future African ruling class, the 
economy and the scholars are formed. Dealing with the theme of Universal Design and Universal 
Design for Learning here means creating new semantics, new vocabulary to express the concept 
of inclusion.

In the document, that explains the Project Proposal for the Maria and Consolata Learning Centre 
for Disabilities, Professor Salvius A. Kumbulu of the RUCU refers directly to “the growing 
diversity of categories of students with special needs that increasingly exert pressure 
commitments on quality education for the quality of higher education offered” [8].

Interpretive analysis
In order to respond to the wishes, set out in the project document, it is necessary to consider the 
environment in which the specific programs, seminars, workshops, the necessary assistance and 
the provision of the multiple services will be carried out.

“Many and different design approaches can be adopted to make a place accessible. These depend
on the site being worked on, the solution being adopted and the functional result to be achieved. 
With the knowledge that there is not a standard solution, that a case-by-case basis evaluation is 
necessary and that it can always run into arbitrariness. […] However, the matter of the usability 
of the built, is not only achievable, and however not completely satisfactory, with building 
interventions, but also through intangible equipment to facilitate the understanding 
(accessibility of the contents) of the property” [9]. Accessibility, in a wider meaning, does not 
only deal with architectural and perceptual barriers to overcome but also with the intelligibility 
of the space.

The entire area of the RUCU is then analyzed, trying to bring out the main characters understood 
as problems and opportunities. The preparatory phase of the design terms was carried out in 
Italy and, later, it was applied during the three months spent in situ (June to September 2019) 
in which the information necessary for the final hypothesis was collected. 



Therefore, the first step for the concept of the project was the production of a series of maps that 
can summarize this analysis work by creating different hot spots starting from the identification 
of the geographical area, understood as a supranational territorial identity linked to the use of 
the same language, Swahili [10]. Focusing on the university area it was necessary to identify the 
different functions and their different "weights" in terms of usage, size and attractiveness to 
understand the composition of the entire campus and its way of being lived.

During the analysis phase, an additional and fundamental element emerged: green areas and, 
in particular, trees. Green, understood as a space created by trees, takes on primary importance 
in the social life of students. In this space, people engage in new social links and actively 
participate in the creation of a new environment. This indicates a precise choice on the part of 
the students and this aspect becomes fundamental in the drafting of an inclusive project. This is 
an aspect directly related to a cultural practice spread throughout Tanzania: this aspect, which 
would seem secondary, is an element of fundamental recognition and social and cultural sharing 
borrowed directly from the traditions of the villages. The spontaneous groupings of students 
show how connection operations are needed to create a fluid and accessible system and paths. 
Informal spaces, created independently by students, represent a social environment necessary 
for interaction, inclusion and participation.

Results and formulation of the project
If the ultimate goal is to create a large centre that can accommodate, in the future, large numbers 
of students and professors, it is perhaps appropriate to reflect on the opportunity represented 
by the building that housed Maria and Consolata. It can be considered as the physical and moral 
legacy of this stimulating and unique presence. 

Another important consideration concerns the sustainability of the intervention, not only from 
an economic point of view but also considering the consumption of campus property or the 
demolition of an existing building that, instead, can find a new function and with more 
communicative strength. Speaking about cultural sustainability, using an existing, recognizable 
building, still linked to memory, involves greater sharing. Linking a function to a lived 
experience, to something that can still be told, involves many aspects typical of the culture of the 
people who inhabit these places and is therefore a function that will last longer because it belongs 
to the people who will participate in the activities and initiatives that will be implemented here. 
By renovating existing environments, integrating them with a large covered and bright central 
space, it would be possible to create a series of workshops and classrooms in which to host 
students (of all ages), professors, researchers and tourists. These hypotheses represent the 
possibility of making the entire university area accessible and inclusive with a series of targeted 
and contained interventions, also from an economic point of view. 

The two main themes are therefore the practicability of the external spaces, allowing access to 
the different buildings and ensuring their usability, and the formulation of study and training 
plans for teachers thanks to the interaction of traditional learning techniques and the use of ICT 
that allow new visual, auditory and heuristic approaches. Constructive technology consists of 
few elements that compare and aspire to modernity that guarantees health, durability and 



quality that in the home architecture widespread in the villages is not guaranteed. The desire for 
cultural and social emancipation leads to rejecting some purely traditional languages and it is 
therefore essential to be able to realize a project that can be simultaneously respectful of this 
contemporary request and traditions shared by all the social components of the surrounding 
communities [11]. The project tries to borrow from traditional spaces the possibility of creating 
a community place for meeting and, at the same time, training, study and party. The 
construction, therefore, looks like a large tree to which people can stop and make communities.

Conclusion
The combination of different know-how involves new theories for the formulation and 
deepening of the issues related to the physical accessibility of buildings and of the courses, the 
creation and application of assistive technologies declined in the different study paths, the 
creation of inclusive and specific didactic methodologies, formulated on the study and 
identification of the peculiar characteristics of African culture. 

The theme of Universal Design for Learning is therefore configured as a common field of 
application in which the pedagogical specificity of RUCU University and competencies on the 
accessibility of the University of Brescia find application for the development of a project aimed 
at creating material and immaterial accessibility intended as an architectural and cultural 
approach.

The study of a project for a Centre for Accessibility and Inclusion in Culture allows to convey 
reasoning shared by the two universities: different cultural approaches and specificities grant to 
create an environment in which international cooperation becomes how the objectives desired 
by Agenda 2063: The Africa We Want can be pursued. In this perspective two aspirations can 
be achieved: the first (Aspiration 1) calls for a prosperous Africa based on inclusive growth and 
sustainable development identifying the expansion and improvement of education as the main 
vehicle for intergenerational social mobility. The second (Aspiration 2) refers directly to “an 
Africa with a strong cultural identity, common heritage, values and ethics” [12] thanks to the 
strengthening and implementation of initiatives dedicated to inclusion in cultural heritage.
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Introduction 
This study was conducted to propose a digital signage design for Gasan Digital Complex in Seoul, 
Korea, applying universal design concept. This area is always crowded with employees of IT 
companies and visitors to large clothing malls. In addition, the Gasan Digital Complex Station 
is particularly crowded with visitors as a transfer station that connects Line 1 and Line 7 of the 
subway. A few signs, including information signs, were installed to guide people around the 
station, but these signs did not provide adequate information and some people, such as the 
visually impaired and foreigners, did not have access to information. Therefore, it was required 
a new sign that everyone could access.

Method 
To address the problems, we conducted a field study and a co-creation workshop to gain insights 
into new sign designs. Based on these insights, we came up with two types of digital signage, a 
comprehensive information sign and a local information sign, that can be used by everyone. To 
evaluate the effectiveness of the design, we built a full-size prototype of local information sign 
and conducted a usability test using the prototype. 13 people including 8 user group and 5 
control group participated in the test. The user group consisted of 2 wheelchair users, 2 visually 
impaired, 2 elderly, and 2 foreigners. 4 task scenarios were given to the participants. Usability 
test was conducted in the order of pre-interview, task performance, and post-interview. After 
completing the tasks, they were interviewed to assess the satisfaction of the design on 5 scales 
and to explain positive aspects and what needs to be improved.

Results
A digital signage design was created to accommodate a variety of users. For wheelchair users, 
accessible route information is provided on the display and the menu controls for key functions 
are placed at the bottom of the screen to allow wheelchair users to navigate information on the 
display. Also, for some wheelchair users who have spinal cord injury and have difficulty moving 
their fingers precisely, the overall size of the operating buttons on the screen is enlarged and the 
spacing between the buttons are widened.



For the visually impaired, part of the area map was made as a tactile map and voice information 
buttons were provided. The locations of landmarks such as subway stations and large shopping 
malls in Gasan Digital Complex were provided with tactile map and voice information buttons. 
In addition, the main roads and accessible routes have been protruded so that blind people can 
roughly grasp the information by touch.

In consideration of those with low vision and the elderly, the text size has been enlarged and 
complex graphic elements have been removed. In the map representation, we concisely 
visualized the complex area maps using minimal location information and visual elements. It 
also provides a strong contrast between all graphic elements, making it easier for people with 
low vision and older people to choose. In consideration of foreigners’ use, information is 
provided in English and Chinese in addition to Korean.

Users can interact with their personal smart device to obtain information. It also acts as an 
advertisement board when users are not using it to pay for the signage maintenance. 

Based on the above design concept, two types of digital signage have been proposed: a 
comprehensive information sign and a local information sign. Comprehensive information sign 
can be installed near the entrance of the subway and the meeting point to provide a variety of 
information such as sightseeing, accessible route for wheelchair users, locations of restaurants 
and amenities. Local information signs are placed next to the roads and can be used by people 
on the go. 

Of the two types of digital signage designs, we built a full-size prototype of the local information 
sign to perform usability testing. The prototype’s user interface (UI) is interactive, allowing 
participants to evaluate the convenience of UI in real time. 

Figure 1. Local   
information sign.

Figure 2. Usability test with the blind and wheelchair users.



The usability test results were positive, with an average satisfaction rating of 4.17 out of 5 for all 
participants. Most of the participants responded positively to the clarity of the current location 
on the map provided, and the ease of navigation from the current location to a specific location. 
In particular, people with low-vision and seniors were very pleased with the 'magnifying mode,' 
which features large font sizes and simplified information visualization. Both one low vision 
person and two elderly people gave 5 points. Nevertheless, the usability test gave us a lot of 
insights into the improvements.

The usability testing showed that the bottom of the protruded control panel at a height of 600 
mm from the floor was low so that it would touch power wheelchair users’ knees. Although 
universal design guidelines recommend 600mm height of facilities, it will be necessary to raise 
the height by about 100mm so that power wheelchair users can easily access to it. Another 
insight is about tactile map for the blind. The right side the tactile map is composed of tactile 
buttons and the left side is composed of voice guidance buttons. This is a typical arrangement of 
tactile map and associated voice guidance buttons. However, the testing showed that the visually 
impaired participants had a hard time recognizing the link between tactile buttons and voice 
guidance buttons, so they misunderstood the physically adjacent buttons next to them for 
guidance buttons. To address this problem, tactile buttons and its voice guidance will need to be 
more organically combined.

When it comes to display UI design, the most common problem raised by the participants was 
the need of a search window where users can enter their desired location right away.

This is because users who are accustomed to using a variety of mobile devices and applications 
expect their usual personal device experience even in public signage. Therefore, it is required to 
provide a keyboard as an on-screen UI element and allow the users to type and search the place 
they want.

Conclusion
The proposed digital signs provide a variety of information on sightseeing, accessible routes, 
restaurants, shopping, and amenities other than local maps. By applying universal design to the 
signage design, all users, including wheelchair users, blind people, the elderly, and foreigners, 
can easily obtain the information they need. It can also display advertisements to cover the costs 
of producing and maintaining the digital signs when the signage screen is not in use. The digital 
signage design was developed for Gasan Digital Complex, but the design and guidelines derived 
from this study are expected to be utilized in other regions as well.
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Introduction 
Tactile maps and models can help pedestrians with visual impairments orient themselves to 
unfamiliar spaces, by incorporating raised-lines, 3D forms and braille that communicate 
through sense of touch. However, tactile wayfinding maps are usually not intended for use by 
mainstream users, since they lack visual appeal and require braille literacy. Truly universal maps 
should display multi-sensory information, combining high contrast visual graphics with touch-
triggered audio labels and large print captions. Over the last ten years, researchers at University 
at Buffalo have teamed with Touch Graphics, Inc. to create a series of touch-responsive visual-
tactile maps and models, culminating in the National Mall touch model, on permanent display 
at the Smithsonian Visitor Center in Washington, DC. 

Figure 1. Early prototypes of the touch model.

Background
The touch model project began as a development activity in the federally funded grant, 
Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center on Universal Design, to improve wayfinding for 
these schools and their students. The first iteration of the touch model series, the Carroll Center 
model (Newton, MA), features tactile buildings, pathways, and parking lots that are touch 



responsive. A push button system allows users to search for buildings. Audio information 
includes the name of the building, its function, and directions from the model location. The next 
prototype, the Chicago Lighthouse (Chicago, IL), model included one in the main entrance lobby 
and another on the second floor. Both models feature a tactile map of the building layout to scale 
and an overhead projector to display the text. The third is located at the Perkins School for the 
Blind (Watertown, MA). The model consists of 26 different identifiable buildings across campus 
including several responsive landscape features such as a pond, a picnic area, and a playground. 
Usability evaluations were conductive after each iteration and the results helped improved 
technologies and user experiences on subsequent models. This process has led to the installation 
of commercial versions for large tech companies and museums. 

Figure 2. National Mall touch model.

Method / Design
An on-site evaluation of the National Mall touch model was conducted to identify usability 
issues. The objectives included: 1) study the overall usability of the installation across blind and 
visually impaired participants; and, 2) provide user feedback and professional 
recommendations to improve the design and end user experience.

Activities included developing the protocol, obtaining IRB approval at the University of Buffalo, 
recruiting participants, and conducting a two-hour one on one session with each participant. 
The study took place at the Smithsonian Castle and included four individuals with low vision 
and three who were blind. All of the participants were recruited prior to the start of study and a 
day and time was established for them to meet with the researchers at the location of the model. 
The study activities included: 1) participant training, 2) self-learning, 3) task performance, and 
5) feedback interview.



Results
Quantitative results indicated that participants found the National Mall touch model easy to use. 
They did not encounter significant physical or mental difficulties when interacting with the 
device. Participants found it easy to find elements on the interface while freely exploring with 
their hands. All of the participants were familiar with the National Mall; however, the model 
further enhanced their spatial understanding of the site. Participants found the model could help 
them learn about the surrounding area quickly and empower them to navigate the mall easily. 
Participants found the 3D printed buildings to be well defined and gave enough detail to 
understand key architectural elements. The tactile elements such as gardens, transit stops, 
crosswalks, and pathways were distinct and noticeable. Many participants thought the tactile 
elements were distinguishable from one another. For example, participants noticed the 
differences between the solid lines that defined roads from thin lines that defined the walking 
paths. 

Qualitative feedback highlighted many positive engagements including learning about the 
spatial layout of the mall and the architecture details of the building. Overall, participants stated 
that the model was a great orientation and wayfinding tool for new and returning visitors to 
learn about the National Mall’s buildings and landscape. Participants agreed that the model
allowed them to orient themselves to the layout of the National Mall, familiarized themselves 
with wayfinding routes and directions and identify specific buildings before visiting them. 
Participants found the model could help them learn about the surrounding area quickly and 
empower them to navigate the mall easily.

Conclusion
By employing user testing on each iteration of the touch models, we were able continuously 
improve the functionality, identify new modes of interaction and information output and 
broaden user access. The touch model is now a very valuable wayfinding and orientation product 
in complex environments like the National Mall. Providing universal access tools like the touch 
model in public spaces will benefit users all of abilities. 
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Introduction 
In partnership with Grenoble Alpes Métropole, Lorient Agglomération and Toulouse Métropole, 
Cerema has been working to create a database model to describe the accessibility of the mobility 
chain in local authorities’ geographical information systems. The aims of this model are: to 
optimize the costs of data collection and management, to enable new services, such as pedestrian 
route calculations, to be developed, and to homogenize the information provided and its quality. 

Background
Cerema, the French major public institution for developing and capitalising on public expertise 
in the fields of planning, regional cohesion, and ecological and energy transition, drew up in 
2014 an inventory of digital tools and services, run by private and public stakeholders, designed 
to improve the mobility of people with disabilities or reduced mobility. The key findings are:

- There are only a few initiatives in France (around fifteen);

Figure 1. Basic comparison between the descriptions of a pedestrian path in two existing models.



- As each initiative is service-oriented, there is a significant variability between systems: 
variation in user profiles, in covered areas, in type of services (static map, route 
calculation, in the form of an app or a website) and in the geometry of the data model;

- The data models are heterogeneous and, as a result, they do not make it possible to 
ensure interoperability between systems and application ns in the long term. 

The development of a common data model describing the accessibility of the travel chain, 
considered as the bone structure of any geographical service, therefore appeared as a necessity. 

Method / Design
In partnership with Grenoble Alpes Métropole, Lorient Agglomération and Toulouse Métropole, 
Cerema has been working to create a database model to describe the accessibility of the mobility 
chain in local authorities’ geographical information systems. The aims of this model are: 

- to optimise the costs of data collection and management;

- to enable the development of new services, such as pedestrian route calculations;

- to homogenise the information provided and its quality.

The ultime goal of this data model is to enable a wide-scale multimodal route calculation service 
that can provide personalized informations according to the user’s profile, including its 
disabilites. 

The project was carried out in three phases: 

- the first phase on the convergence of data from existing models in partner authorities; 

- the second phase took the form of a workshop involving public and private stakeholders 
working on the subject; 

- the third phase focused on the development of the conceptual model and the object 
catalogue. 

The convergence of the data models has been done according to three principles: 

1. To prioritize attributes based on the objective in figure 2;

2. To prefer objective data such as measurement over information, such as “accessible” or 
“not accessible”, to assure adaptability of the implemented data, 

3. To focus on the notion of navigation path, to assure homogeneity in the characterisation 
of the three links of the mobility chain.



Results
The proposed data model is centered on the notion of navigation path and on the needs and 
difficulties of users with reduced mobility. It therefore characterized the three links of the 
mobility chain and their interfaces in the same way. The proposed data model reach 
approximatively 320 criteria distributed in 24 object classes.

Conclusion
This work is the first stage in the development of a standard exchange format for accessibility 
data. It paves the way for the development of new services for local authorities (diagnosis, 
planning and tracking of works) and will eventually make it possible to offer homogenized and 
appropriate services to all the diverse kinds of users.

Figure 2.  Grid of objectives to prioritize attributes.
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Introduction 
Master of Arts in Design Leadership Ilona Törmikoski introduces the concept of Smart City 
Guidance, development of the process and ecosystem for cities to formulate their future vision, 
process tools and ways of working collaboratively, and - overall development of city guidance 
concept.

Background
In the beginning of year 2019 Ilona Törmikoski was involved to the Finnish intercity guidance 
project team (6aika: Opastamisen ekosysteemi) to facilitate and develop the handbook concept 
for Smart City Guidance - where the learnings of 12 different EU funded experimental and 
innovative city guidance projects were gathered. The Smart City Guidance aims to build 
together, comprehensive and resourced high-quality guidance system, where traditional 
guidance, signs and printed brochures and maps, with digital solutions complement each other.

Method / Design
Collaborative design (process), design thinking and service design (paths, touchpoint) and 
industrial design (sign posts, their UX Design, background systems).

Results
For the end user: easier to find right routes, sites and services, giving increasingly versatile 
city experience, feeling of safety, comfort and participation, improved fluency of transfers in 
public transportation and improved experience and positive image of the city.

For the municipality: Strengthened city image and brand, promoting eco-efficiency and 
quality of life by improving the preconditions for walking and cycling, effects on the health of 
citizens, keeping brick-and-mortar businesses, reducing traffic jams - and even effecting the 
quality of the air - reducing small air particles and pollution.

For the business life: Service providers and guided tourist sites are found more easily, new 
energy for the city development, creatives and companies participating in the production of the 
guidance are able to create new services and products.



Conclusion
In the end, the added value can be seen in the customer experience of the city by citizens and 
visitors satisfaction. The well-guided city is seen more attractive by creative people, potential 
commercial partners and business life.



Keywords: inclusive design, accessibility, artificial technologies (AI), machine learning, 
artificially intelligent city; urban informatics

Introduction 
Europe is now essentially an urban community. Municipalities and regional authorities are 
resources for achieving universal societies and national development goals. How to achieve 
urban intervention that leads to a high quality of environment, inclusive public realm and 
accessible public buildings? How to drive the vision to transform a city, promote equality & 
inclusion and embrace the opportunity to influence and shape the communities around in the 
long term growth? The development based on “Design for All” should be a common goal. There 
is an increasing need to investigate the urban and social implications of AI. 

Background
Innovation is key to achieving sustainable cities. Sustainable development is a pressing issue

that requires immediate action and change from governments, industry, and society as whole. 
Modern society takes artificial technologies for granted. Could machine learning be applicable 
in design fields? Could architecture and urban planning benefit from machine learning? 
Automated technologies are not new, in fact, computer – aided design (CAD) has been around 
for more than half a century.  The automated processes are already integral part of most of the 
building design. Taking BIM (Building Information Modeling) technology as an example. BIM 
revolutionized this approach. Few examples to cover some of the other aspects of AI for cities. 
In particular, the AI solutions implemented in Australia have been taken as an example 
developing AI solutions for health, aging, and disability support to reduce costs, improve 
wellbeing, and make quality care accessible for all Australians. Digital design data combined 
with innovative parametric information modeling technology offers significant benefits over 
traditional design and building methods.

Method / Design
Quality methods: literature research and case studies.



Results
Increasing awareness of artificial technologies could transform inclusive design and play a 
crucial role in urban planning. Taking these needs into account, this study focuses on two 
theoretical approaches: what are the results of combine machine learning with other emerging 
technoologies, and how assisted technologies can generate advanced urban solutions.

Certain attributes that contribute to an “accessible”, “smart” building or cities could provide 
better living conditions for all (i.e., people, flora, and fauna coexisting in urban ecosystems). 

For instance, it is increasingly common to use of deep learning and high-performance 
computing (HPC) for traffic predictions using sensor data to optimize urban mobility systems

To date, while there have been significant technological advances, these have not been matched 
with innovations in governance mechanisms. 

Conclusion
Machine learning and computing capabilities provide more opportunity to balance human and 
machine intelligence. By further automation, and the use of machine intelligence, certain 
computer capabilities could solve problems really quickly at the start. A hybrid approach that 
leads to the inclusive design through artificial learning may generate and test infinitive models 
before physically employing design in the construction. 
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